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A GUIDE TO GAMMA-RAY ASSAY FOR
NUCLEAR MATERIAL ACCOUNTABILITY
by

I

T. D. Reilly and J. L. Parker

ABSTRACT
This report discusses the fundamental principles
gamma-ray assay for nuclear material accountability.

INTRODUCTION

1,

1.1

Scope of Report

of uranium-

is the measurement

and plutonium-bearing

of gamma-ray

be a guide fora

materials

spectroscopy.

knowledgeable

person

as half-life

interactions

with matter

troscopy
height

processes,

equipment

analyzers

for gamma-ray

(1.1)
where
M

of

multichannel

CF = correction
K

pulae-

electronics).

emphasized

inverting

implementing
system
son.

and supervising

is a capable
Gamma-ray

rate information

any gamma-ray

and well

measurements

trained

in

ability but only if performed

counts

factor

(K) is determined

by meaaur-

This can be represented

by

Eq. (1.1).
CRa - CFs

per-

K=

account-

and interpreted

~,..op-

(1.2)

,

MS

where
Ms

= known mass of emitting

isotope

in stand-

ard,

erly.

CRa = measured
1.2

(corrected

asaay

technical

and plutonium

for sample attenuation,

factor

ing a known standard.

can yield very accu-

for uranium

of

per gram).

For

The calibration

ingredient

factor

= calibration

background in these subjects consult the listed
referencesol.L,
1.2, 1.3
It cannot be too strongly
that the moat important

of intereat,

count rate from signature

isotope,

detectors

and the use of gamma spec-

and associated

= mass of isotope

CR = measured

and decay rate, gamma-ray

(detectors,

procedure

in Eq. (1.1).

to

and assumes

(attenuation),

The general

aasay is outlined

using

It is meant

the reader haa at leaat a baaic understanding
such matters

and detection

.

keV gamma rays per second.

The subject of this report

methods

of

General

Principles

of Gainna-Ray Assay

count rate from standard,

CFa = correction

factor

for attenuation

in

standard.
The basis
isotopes

for gamma asaay is that many of the

of uranium

and plutonium

whose energy and intensity

emit gamma rays

are uniquely

character–

fstic of the decaytng isotope.
For example, one
235U
gram of
emits approximately 4.3 x 104, 185.7-

The standard

essentially

provides

the detector

efficiency,

the specific

the signature

of interest,

a measurement
activity

and the effects

of

of sample

geometry

(size, shape, and sample-to-detector

tance) .

These equations

assume

of

the standard

disis the

1

same shape and is measured
the unknowns.

The basic

but the asssyist
many factors

in the same position

ides may be stated

needs a good understanding

involved

in order to apply

as

simply,

book contains

them cor-

of the relevant

restrictions

and accuracy
(2)

interpret

properties

of pulse-height
the measured

peak Stripping

Spectra:

(4)

to

Efficiency

pulse-height
intrinsic

and Background

Subtraction:

for extracting

in-

and tablea of gamma-ray
ful reference

Factor:

and the Inverse

Sguare

1.3

R. D. Evans,

and the Attenuation

the key to accurate

Inc.,

gamma assay.

Chapters

23 through

(6)

System

netic Radiation

(7)

Sample Scan Procedures

tical Fluctuations

(8)

Types of Gamma-Assay

Chapter

Count Rate Limitations

Systems

are all treated

in some detail

in

this report.
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and spectra

edges and emission
spectra
Ge(Li)

energies

(over 250 actual
spectra

(over 200);

of NaI detectors
energies].

“Fundamen-

Assay of Fissionable
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Laboratory

report

The Atomic
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(tables);

fiis is a use-

Chapter

(McGraw-Hill

old, this

physics.

with Matter,
in Nuclear

Decay,

26--Statis-

Procesaea,

Used in Nuclear

One

of Electromag-

Chapter

of Poisson

i,s

Recommended

15--Radioactive

25--Interactfon

28--Applications

Some Instruments

Nucleus,

Though

of the best texts on nuclear
include:

tals of Passive

and the proper-

for the gamma assayist.

chapters

These subjects

cover

spectrum.

Attenuation

Correction

spectra);

efficiencies

Book Company,

Gamma-Ray

tables>

This

5 deals with asso-

instrumentation.

(table); NaI gamma-ray

Spec-

on gamma-ray

of scintillation
Chapter

[e.g., x-ray absorption

Law
(5)

detectors.

an under-

is necessary

of information

and interaction,

ciated detector

data.

from the measured

Detector

emission

ties and characteristics
conductor

Gamma-Ray

Inc., NY, 1970).

The first three chapters

precision,

and the general

spectra

Press,

a wealth

include many useful

and Gamma-Ray

these are the basic procedures
formation

and in-

gamma rays place funda-

on the sensitivity,

of detector

appearance

the energies

of any assay.

Detectors

standing

(3)

Signatures:

(Pergamon

spectrometry.
gamma-ray

Gamma-Ray

tensities
mental

F. Adams and R. Dams, Applied

of the

rectly:
(1)

1.2

trometry,

and

Statistics

Physics.

to

2,
2.1

GAMMA-RAY SIGNATURES, SPECTRA, AND DETECTORS

Signatures
The major gamma-ray

plutonium

signaturea

for uranium

are listed in Table 2.1.

and

References

2.1-

2.4 at the end of this chapter

contain more com-

plete tabulations

data.

of gamma-ray

Both major

fissile

isotopes have moderately intense,
235
interference-free
signatures:
U-185.7 keV;
239
PU-413.7 keV.
Most of this report will deal
with the measurement
these gamma rays.

of uranium
Appendix

cussion

of the measurement

topes.

Figures

or plutonium

1 contains

of other plutonium

2.1 and 2.2 show complete

spectra of uranium

and plutonium,

Figure 2.3 is an expanded

using

a brief dis-

Fig. 2.3.

Ge(Li) spectrum showing 414-keV ragion
The
of plutonium spectrum In detail.
three highest peaks are 375.0, 393.0,
and 413.7 keV, all from 239Pu.

iso-

Ge(Li)

respectively.

view of the 414-keV

re-

room temperature

operation,

Unfortunately,

ciency.

gion of plutonium.

economy

marginal
2.2

for many assay situations.
235
U is usually resolved
gamma from

Detectors

if there are no other significant
The major detectors
say are NaI(Tl)
semiconductor

for nuclear

scintillation

detectors.

materials

detectors

aa-

and Ge(Li)

NaI has the advantage

of

The 186-keV
by NaI

(Fig. 2.4)

gamma emitters

12% (22 keV) FWHM at 186 keV.

gamma ray within
can be expected

about

to interfere

Higher

photopeak.
by producing

70 keV

energy

in

of

7.

Any intense

(3 FNRM) of 186 keV
235U
directly with the

gamma rays will

a large Compton

effi-

ia clearly

A good NaI will have a resolution

the sample.
about

and higher

ita resolution

continuum

interfere

under

the

IN k,V
If high energy

exfst with inten235U
serious
sity much over 10 KCi per gram of
,

photopeak.

signal-to-background
186-keV

region.

the daughter

CHANNEL
Fig. 2.1.

Characteristic
gamma rays of 235U.
This
spectrum was measured with a high resolution Ge(Li) detector.

problems

can be expected

For low-enriched

product

keV) interferes

gammas

activity

of

quite severely

riched

for accurate

The NaI detector

measurements

I I’m

94.2% 239PuSAMPLE
GAMMA-RAY ENERGIESINkoV

cludes a significant
caused by small angle
Compton

scatters

described

of low en-

by a “buildup

of scattered

the sample.
factor”

is difficult

complicate

the interpretation

sity and composition.

the NaI photopeak

photopeak

1.3, P.

and can greatly

and measurement

The magnitude
depending

on the sample den-

In contrast,

can be assumed

of

of this effect

the Ge(Li)

tector suffers much less from this effect.
Ge(Li)

loss)

This can be

(ace Ref.

to compute

in-

gamma rays

(hence, small energy

732) which

can vary considerably
Comparison of plutonium gamma-ray spectra from 30-cm3 Ge(Li) detector and
7.6- by 7.6-cm NaI detector.
Note the
square root scale.

number

within

sample attenuation.

Fig. 2.2.

ia

uranium.

Due to its low resolution

-1

2%)

with the NaI measure-

ment of the 186-keV gamma ray.
not recommended

in the

uranium (<1%
238U (765 and ~ool

to contain

de-

The
only

3

I
TABLE 2,1
MAJOR GAMMA-RAY SIGNATURES FOR THE FISSIONABLE ISOTOPES
Intensity
(cJ-s)-l

m

mx!w?
235U

238U

238PU

239PU

239PU

Comnents

185.72

4.3 x 104

Only intense gamma ray. Resolved with NaI as well as Ge(Li).
Useful for enrichment and quantitative measurements.
Several
much weaker peaks are seldom useful.

1001.10
766.40

1.0 x 102
3.9 x 101

After
These actually arise from the 234mpa daughter of 238u.
chemical separation about 100 days are required for the activPlutoniumity co come into equilibrium at the levels stated.
238 givea rise to the same 766.40-keV gamma and would produce
interference in U-PU mixtures.
Useful for work with Ce(Lf) or
NaI.

766.40
152.77

1.5 x 105
6.5 X 106

Ge(Li)
Most useful for quantitative assay.
for isotopic determinations with Ge(Li).

413.69

3.4 x 104

The 413.69 usually provides the basis for Ce(Li) assays.
The
413.69 plus the 375.02 and its weak neighbors form a complex
upon which NaI assays are based.

129.28

1.4 x 105

Useful for isotopic determinations with Ge(Li).
Plutonium-239
has over 100 gamma rays, some of which are useful for careful
work with Ce(Li).

240PU

.-

24 lPU

Actually from 237u daughter
chemical separation to come
May also have a few percent
same gamma.
Nevertheless a
both NaI and Ge(Li).

2.0 x 107

164.59

1.8

106

Useful with Ge(Li).

Also from 237U.

148.60

7.5 x 106

Useful with Ge(Li).

Direct

4.6

X

X

1010

.-

scattering.

No useful

This makes

the interpre-

much more straightfor-

by NaI.

gamma ray from

239

Pu is usually

not

The broad peak

(300-450 keV) in
239PU
241PU
many gamma rays from
,

(through its 237U daughter), and 241Am.
The major
239
are from
Pu (375 and 414 keV) and

activities

Nature

Pu (332.3 keV).

sition
measure

failed us at this point.

If the plutonium

remains constant, this region
239PU
. For varying isotopic

is possible

Fig. 2.5 contains

4

gamma rays at all.

241

ward.
The 414-keV

from 241PU.

Very strong gamma but attenuation problems.
Useful with Ge(Li)
or NaI.
Has several other much less intense gammas sometimes
useful for Ge(Li) work.

gsmma rays plus a small contribution

tation of sample attenuation

resolved

and requires about 25 days after
into equilibrium at stated value.
interference from 241Am which emlta
good clean strong gamma useful with

207.98

242PU

from Rayleigh

Useful’

Several weak gamms rays but all suffer bad interference from
gammas of other isotopes.
Requires very careful work with
high-resolution
detector to make use of any of them.

59.54

unscattered

or NaI.

to integrate

isotopic

can be used to
composition,

(e.g., 375-450 kev) and minimize

the varying
standards

quate control

at present

With proper

NaI can be used for plutonium

and waste assay.

inter-

and adescrap

Indeed, many of the systems

are NaI.

it

the upper half of the peak

ference

from 241Pu.

compo-

in use

Fig. 2.4.

NaI spectrum of uranium (93% 235U on left, 0.7% 235V on
right; 5.1- by 5.1-cm detector).
The three major features (1 to r in the 93% specizum) are -100 keV (uranium
K x rays), 143.8 keV (235u), and 185.7 keV (235u). For
the 0.7% spectrum a cadmium filter was placed over the
detector to reduce the x-ray peak.
Note the large Compton
background from higher energy 238u daughter radiations in
the 0.7% sDectrum.
The vertical scales are different on
the two spectra.

.
Some guidelines

can be given for choosing

the

proper size NaI detector.

For most measurements of
235
U, a 2.5-cm-thick dethe 186-keV gamma ray of
This will absorb

tector is recommended.

Thicker

of the gamma rays of interest.
will just add background.
background

With a aignal-to-

much less than one, it can be shown that

the optimum

detector

thickness

is about

The use of NaI for such counting
recommended.

For normal,

tions the 2.5-cm crystal
At 414 keV detectors
but 8 cm is usually
nearly

over 90%
detectors

1.2 cm.

situationa

lower background

situa-

is a more practical

choice.

up to 13 cm thick may be used,
adequate

(this will absorb

70% of the gamma rays of interest).

Fig. 2.5.

is not

The Ge(Li)
material

detector

assay because

is preferred

for nuclear

of its superior

resolution

(e.g., at 414 keV a good Ge(Li) will have a resolution of about

1.4 keV FWHM as compared

to a good

NaI with 40 keV FWHM).

The obvious

the ability

the peaks of interest

to separate

other neighboring

gamma-ray

peaks.

the broad peak in the NaI spectrum
resolved

by Ge(Li)

The 414–keV
medium

advantage

For example,
of Fig. 2.5 is

into many individual

gamma ray is well resolved

quality

Ge(Li).

A less obvious

that the full energy peak in a Ge(Li)
more nearly

composed

(there is little

of unscattered

“’~~p”

under

is
from

components.
by even a
advantage

spectrum

is

is

gamma raya

the peak).

Due to

NaI spectrum of plutonium (5.1- by 5.1-cm detector).
Three different
94%, 87%, 75%;
from ~ to r, 2Y9Pu,
plutonium isotopics are shown:
241Pu, 0.3%, 2.5%, 5%. The two major features of the spectrum are the
208-keV peak from 241Pu (237u) and the broad peak 333-414 keV from
239pu and 241PU.
The low-energy side of this peak is due mostly to
241pu . A lead and cadmium filter is placed over the detector to reduce the 241Am and x-ray activity.
These pictures illustrate the
241Pu interference to the 400-keV 239Pu complex.

5

its high resolution
tering

result

even small angle Compton

in a secondary

interpretation

assay since it simplifies

and evaluation

the key factor in gamma-ray
terms the Ge(Li) detector
uous signal,
material

In simplest

provides

a more unambig-

and its use ia preferred

2.1

C. M. Lederer,

Table of Isotopes,

the

of sample attenuation,

assay.

REFERENCES

ia out-

This ia very important

side the full energy peak.
for bulk material

gamma which

scat-

for nuclear

J. M. Hollander,

6th cd.,

1. Perlman,

(John Wiley and Sons,

Inc.,

1967).
‘l%is is a tabulation of gamma rays
—
from all radioactive isotopes.
It Includes nuclear

energy

level diagrams,

more.

It is a very useful

x-ray

information,

reference

and much

for gamma-ray

measurements.

assay.

For most assay of bulk samples (e.g., scrap and
waste)

a Ge(Li) detector

formance

specifications

with the following

2.2

per-

should be adequate:

sionable

Nuclides

FWRM at 1332 keV

=

2.0 - 2.2 keV,

Nuclear

Corporation

FWRM at 122 keV

=

1.1 - 1.2 keV,

and supplement,

Eff at 1332 keV s 10%.
The resolution

fied when ordering
rays of interest
the range

able Nuclides

at 122 keV (57CO) should be specithe detector

since most gamma

for nuclear material

(eff <25%);

Larger
however,

detectors

are available

the gain in efficiency

100-400 keV is much smaller

frontal

area of these large detectors

greater

than a well chosen

only slightly.

and Associated

Company

and related
spectra

iaotopea.

some significant

The

and the

efficiency

2.3

R. Gunnink

238.239,240*241Pu

and 241Am,” Lawrence

need be

report UCRL-5L087

shows typical

Q
(e.g., large detectors

very high resolution

be warranted

spectroscopy;

measurement.

on the 186-keV or 414-keV
mounting

with

shielding

tion and should be considered
ing a detector.

Ge(Li)

Ge(Li)

tectors are not yet available
are not discussed
formance
cantly

6

gammaa alone.

and collimawhen order-

germanium

commercially

and

here.

specification

would not differ

from those discussed

signifi-

above for Ge(Li).

spectra.

It probably

data on plutonium

contains

gamma-ray

in-

and J. F. Tinney,

“Analyaia

Laboratory
C contains

fiaaionable

report UCRL-51086
a listing

isotopes

(similar

of

Lawrence
(August, ~.

of gamma raya from the
to Ref. 2.2).

for

on specifying

spectroscopy s
2.5
Large high purity

Guide 5.9.

R. Gunnink

Livermore

carefully

More information

2.4

Appendix

(cryostat and dewar) must be

the required

Livermore

(July, 1971). This
—
isotopes and

Fuel Rods by Gamma Ray Spectroscopy,”

eV at 122

e.g., plutonium

aasaya based

Ener-

for

the

only for

It is not recommended

The detector
compatible

through

are available

in the range 600-700

This would usually

isotopic

considerably

PET “n the first stage of the de-

with a resolution
keV).

The low energy

Intensities

lists gamma raya from the plutonium

tensities.

tector preamp

this and

“Gamma-Ray

Branching

the best available

improved

between

line intensities.

and R. J. Morrow,

est energy gamma ray of interest.
can b

isotopes

There are

gies and Absolute

Laboratory

the same considera-

above for NaI; a detector

use of a coole

Aerojet

typical Ge(Li)

of intereat.

discrepancies

la).

by the Fission-

(July, 1972). This

It includes

of the materials

Idaho

(January,

Isotopes,”

report ANcR-1069

no more than 2-3 mean free paths thick to the high-

resolution

Isotopes,”

IN-1448

“Gamma Rsys Emitted

Ref. 2.3 regarding

at

is often no

10% detector,

the low energy

This reflects

tion discussed

report

than that at 1332 keV,

and the added cost is usually not justified.

added depth increases

Nuclear

and Associated

by the Fis-

lists all gamma rays from the fissionable

assay are in

100-500 keV, and this is a more relevant

specification.

“Gamma Rays Emitted

J. E. Cline,

2.5
Ge(Ll)

USAEC Regulatory
Spectroscopy

Measurements--Part

Guide 5.9, Specification

Systems

for Material

I: Data Acquisition.

of

Protection

3,
3.1

PEAK STRIPPING AND BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION

Introduction
The information

discussed

tains to the basic procedures
formation

from the measured

in this section
for extracting

gamma-ray

per–

in-

spectrum.

The basic data for the assay usually

are the full

energy peak areas of one or more gamma rays in the
spectrum

(e.g., from each isotope of interest,

from an external

transmission

ure sample attenuation,
used to measure
The Compton

source used to meas-

and from a reference

system livetime

continuum

source

and pulse pileup).

which underlies

these photo–

peaks must be subtracted

to get the true source

activity.

where

n,
In situations

this background

much less than the peak activity,

but in general

only small errors

the background

this procedure

For most nuclear

material

is not recommended.

and the background

traction

can be done by simple straightline

traction

procedures

peak fitting

Pulse-height spectrum of single photopeak illustrating general procedure for
The area
determining photopeak area.
of interest is above .the dashed line
which is determined from B1 and B2.

subtraction,

assay the peaks of in-

terest are well resolved,

without

techniques.

n2

Channel+
Fig. 3.1.

are made by omitting

n

is

subsubB

the use of computer

This is certainly

the

=

(n/2) . (B1/nl + B2/n2)

The peak area corrected

(3.1)

.

for background

is given by

case for assays based on the 186-keV and 414-keV
A=
The measurement of other plutonium isotopes,
240
Pu, is often difficult even with
particularly

P-

(n/2).

(B1/nl +B2/n2),

(3.2a)

(n/2n1)

. (B1+B2),

ifnl=n2,

(3.2b)

.

(3.2c)

peaks.

the best peak fitting
interferences
be discussed

techniques,

involved.

A=P-

due to the severe

Such techniques

A

will not

here.

=

P - (Bl + B2), if n1=n2=n/2

If-the slope of the straightline
essentially

3.2

Straightline

Subtraction

Wel 1 Resolved

Techniques

for

urements,

Single Peaks

constant

photopeak

method

is applicable

height

Figure

spectrum

connected

containing

summing

the contents

a single photopeak.

of the channels

the figure.

The background

approximated

by a straight

the figure.

Groups of channels

of the peak may be averaged
ground.

If nl channels

of the peak, n2 channels

by

in

lying on each side
the back-

are used on the low side

used with NaI-SCA

instrumentation.

in energy.

Scalers

at-

P and B, respectively

combination

is available,

counts can be made at different

old settings).

is

proce-

is set over the peak and

higher

(if only one SCA-scaler

determined

This situation

This “two-window”

tached to the SCA’S measure

separate

for the background

thresh-

The net peak area then becomes

are used on the high side,

used in the peak

to about 3 FWHM),
-

in Fig. 3.2.

(3.3)

,

background)

calibration.

the other set slighly

~wo

B)

that corrects

For this, one SCA window

A
snd n channels

(k.

(k = 1 for a “level”

from an appropriate

dure is commonly

under the peak can be
line, shown dashed

P-(n/nl).

illustrated

as shown in

to estimte

The

determination.

then be given by

where k is a factor
slope

of a pulse-

The area under the peak, P, may be obtained

A=

The

to single-channel

3.1 shows a portion

set of meas-

of deter–

below.

to PHA data or to data ob-

tained from scalers
analyzers.

method

areas is described

is

on one side of the peak only

can be used for the background

A simple, yet fairly general,
mining

for a particular

then channels

peak area would

background

=

P-

(k.

B)

(3.3a)

,

(n should be equal

then the background

is given by

where k is determined

during

the system

calibration.
7

I

——
to Fig. 3.1; let (Xl, X2) be the average
number

in the (lower, upper) background

Let Xl to Xn refer to the channel
peak region.
following

channel
region.

numbers

The peak area is computed

In the

from the

expressions:

A

=

P-B

,

B

=

&Ki+b)
i= 1

(3.5)

where

Pulse-height spectrum of single photopeak illustrating two-window method for
determining photopeak area.
This is
the most common procedure for NaI-SCA
measurements.

Fig. 3.2.

,

‘2

‘1

()‘2

‘1

m=—-—

Energy

/(~-~)

‘2
=—-fl~
‘2

b

,

.

For most single peaks

this will give nearly

the

same area as is given by the first procedure.
It can be determined

in several ways.

The simplest

is to choose k such that A=O when no sample
front of the detector.
use several

standards

tonium masses
Eq. (3.3a).

A better

of different

uranium

and fit the measured

is in

k should be about

(186 keV) and 1.0 for 239Pu
The statistical

areas should also be determined
an estimate

of the precision

The expressions

the standard

deviation

to

windows
235U
1.3 for

since this givea

of the peak measure-

below give an estimate

of

in the area determined

by

P + (n/2)2 .

u(A) =

d

B1/(n1)2
[

P + (n/2nl)2(B1

+ B2/(n2)2
-1

,(3.4a)

+ B2), if nl=n2,

(3.4b)

and the peak region assigned
This latter procedure

should be used to analyze

such a situation

quired

peak fitting

to accurately

ple of where

techniques
analyze

~~,

if nl=n2=n/2

.

(3.4C)

through
uation

should

the full assay expression
corrections,

etc.) to determine
An example
corrected

livetime

gion of the plutonium

spectrum.

deserve

scan is given

cedure described
equation
by-channel

and pileup

of such a computation

mention.

(including

atten-

corrections,

for a transmission-

in Ref. 3.1.

a channel-by-channel

background

the shape of the background

low energy

is not linear.

The first is similar
above but actually

of the background
subtraction

procedures
to the pro-

computes

line and makes

of the peak region.

the

a channelRefer

The background

side

multiple

Compton

above procedures

scatters

Consider
on the
than
the dif-

here).

This

in the sample

in the detector.

and
In the

that the variation

is a straight

line.

The

In this figure Is more physically

The following

ground of this general
gions are selected
total counts

however,

(in moat caaes,

it la assumed

the two points

accurate.

before),

higher

is not as large as illustrated

ia due to small angle scatters

between

subtraction;

side of a peak ia usually

shape indicated

subtraction

With a good detec-

tor two peaks are nearly resolved, one at about
241
160.2 keV (from
Pu and 240Pu) and one at 161.5
239
keV (from
Pu with a small americium contribution).
3.2
The other method, developed by Gunnink,
uses

ference

the total preciai.on of the assay.

Two other background

8

then be propagated

be re-

An exam-

this can be used is in the 160-keV re-

that on the high energy
These uncertainties

(actually

will usually

multiples).

the peak shown in Fig. 3.3.
a(A) =

on either

to the peak of interest.

computer

of the measured

In such cases

regions may be assigned

aide of the multiplet
are

re-

solved but there is not room to aasign a background

the background

responses

There

peaks are nearly

region next to the peak of interest.

Eqs. 3.2a-c.
u(A) =

several

or plu-

(414 keV).

uncertainty

where

is to

If the peak and background

of equal width,

ment.

procedure

are aituationa

I

procedure

shape.

subtracts

a back-

The same three re-

as in the other procedures.

in these regions

and the number

The

are P, BI and B2 (as

of channels

are n, nl, and n2.

I

‘he contents

of the individual

channels

region are labeled PI through P

n“
the pesk is given by the following
A

=

P-B

of the peak

3.3

Multiple

Peaks

The area under
In some instances,

expressions:

resolved multiples

,

can be analyzed

where

summation

algorithms.

ards it is possible
formation
=

tPj

=

to get plutonium

stand-

isotopic

from some peak multiples

cedures described

using

—

in-

$,(+>)

>

in the previous

the pro–

,

and

lines to evaluate

solved interferences

(see Appendix A). For most sit-

however,

the accurate

cated peak multiples
iPj

section

nearby well resolved

uations,

Pi=

with simple

With adequate

,

j=l

B

above, nearly

(3.6)
channel

P

as explained

fitting

analysis

requires

techniques.

the unre-

of compli-

the use of computer

References

3.3 - 3.5 give ex-

j=l

amples of such techniques.
A

‘1
—-—

=

‘1
This procedure
multiples
resolved

‘2

rithms used in GAMANAL have had the most success

.

extracting

‘2
will also work for nearly

as discussed

above.

In general,

two methods

significantly

by the first procedure.

the first procedure

for well resolved

resolved

For a single, well

peak this should not differ

from the area determined

single peaks.

complex

isotopic information from the
3.2
In closing, it

spectrum.

should again be noted that these fitting procedures
are not usually recommended or required
235U
238U
239PU
or 241
Pu assay.
,
9
9

One of the other

for routine

REFERENCES

to analyze
3.1

without

plutonium

plutonium

in

will be adequate

should be used when trying

peak multiples

The peak shape algo-

using peak fitting
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“Computer-Oriented
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Labora-
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R. Gunnink,

System
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for Analysis
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n2

Pulse-height spectrum of single photopeak illustrating Gunnifits procedure
for determining photopeak area.
The
area of interest is a~ve
the dashed
line.
This is a more physical shape
for the underlying Compton background
than is used in Fig. 3.1.

Laboratory
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Spectrometry

program),”
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Spectra
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(1972).

W. M. Sanders,
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Scientific
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(1971).
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Fig. 3.3.

Livermore

for Analysis
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Lawrence
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Laboratory
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Los Alamos
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4,
The intrinsic

photopeak

tectors varies with energy.
this variation

of energy

to make plutonium

are compared

As the figures
can change

considerably

isotopic

I

I

1

n

of

I

1

I

I

l.’

I

I

I

I

30-cm3 Ge (L1)detector

measurements

isotopic

detection

adequate;

This can be measured
calibration

point sources now available
noted that absolute

keV.

in use

I

It

effi(relative

to measure

countaccu-

quite easily with
available

from

l-m

the multi-isotopic
It should be

from NBS.

counting

.F/oobsorber

efficiency

the absolute

sources
or with

NBS, IAEA, and others;

\

ratios.

over just several

is more difficult

1

effi-

lines at different

for all detectors

is usually

the standard

100.0

when

to have a plot of detector

ciency vs energy

ing efficiency

examples

of detector

to extract

illustrate,

is often useful

efficiency

of all de-

is required

Several

by gamma spectrometry.

rately).

Typical

Knowledge

ciency as a function

energies

efficiency

are shown in Fig. 4.1 for NaI and

Fig. 4.2 for Ge(Li).

attempting

DETECTOR EFFICIENCY I\ND THE INVERSE XNJARE LAW

efficiency

need not be

known since all gamma assay should be based on

o.b~

1.4

Loo’
Gommo~Roy Ene;gy(Me~)
Absolute efficiency
Ge(Li) detector.

Fig. 4.2.

measurements
standard.
implicit

made relative
A measurement

detector

distance

for 30-cm3

to a known calibration

of absolute

in the standard

The variation

vs energy

.

efficiency

is

calibration.

in efficiency
affects

with source-to-

gamma-ray

vious and important

way.

absolute

to detect

assay

in an ob-

The basic formula

for the

0.[0efficiency

gamma rays from a

point source is given as

.5

‘T

(4.1)

,
4nr2

where
A
e=
P
r=

=

visible
detector

1

I

I

I

I

1

1

I

500

I

I
low

I
.

I

I

ET( keV )

for fissionable

tended sources,
another

10

Photopak
different

efficiency vs energy
size NaI detectors.

for three

on the sample.

cation within

efficiency,
distance.
material

assay are ex-

so r and ET vary from one point

may yield different
Fiq. 4.1.

area,

photopeak

source-to-detector

Most samples
Qo I
o

detector

This means

a gram of uranium

count rates depending

the sample.

Consider

to

on its lo-

the cross section

of a 55-gal drum

(diam = 60 cm) illustrated

One gram of material

Fig. 4.3.

in position

counts four times as much as in position
samples were uniform,

this variation

(count rate) with position

TABLE 4,1

in
2

THE EFFECT OF SAMPLE ROTATION ON
If all

4.

COUNT RATE VARIATION

of response

would be unimportant.

CR(a)/CR(0)
Rotating

a/R
—
●
3

(3
●4

●
I

~, = 90 cm
~2

.

‘3 =
‘4 =

26

1

= (90/90)2 = 1

60

CR2/CR,

= (90/60)2 = 2.25

95

CR3/CR,

= (90/95)2 = 0.90

120

CR4/CR,

= (90/120)2=

Illustration
with psition

1/2

1.33

4

113a

1.125

2.25

1/4

1.067

1.78

1/5

1.042

1.56

1/6

1.029

1.44

117

1.021

1.36

60 +~

CR,/CR,

Fig. 4.3.

a This is the case illustrated

0.56

rotated

to minimize

uniform

distributions

Rotation

of count rate variation
in 55-gal drum.

minimizes

the waste

I

are not uniform

stored in 55-gal drums),

a potential

source

to-detector

distanca,

count race.

(particularly

lustrated

this represents

by increasing

the ssmple-

but only at the expense

If the detector

in Fig. 4.3 were

2 and position

but the overall
nearly

count rate would have dropped

one-third

is to rotate

1 would be (150/120)2=

that at 60 cm.

the sample.

1.56,
to

distance

the following

The maximum

variation

is a compromise

between

rate.

guideline

A general

rotating
center

on the radius

of a source

(a) to the response

to

the re-

an adequate

count rate variation

less than f 10%, if the distance

count

with position
between

is

the center

is equal to or

than three times the larger of the dimen–

If the sample

and the sample

cannot be rotated,

is

it should

s lo%, if R ~ 3a or 3L, whichever

(4.5)

is larger, where a = radius of sample
and L = ~ height

at the

rotated.

is

is reduced

minimizing

sions a or L (radius or % height)

response

to center

can be given as follows:

of the sample and the detector

~

of con-

the choice of sample-to-detector

and maintaining

rotated.

This is il-

of 3L.

sponse variation

greater

also.

the verti-

from detector

10% with a sample-to-detector

The maximum

diagram.

The ratio of the average

the sample.

the effect of radial variations.

must be considered

In general,

12G cm

A better procedure

Consider

within

in Fig. 4.4, where L = % height

of container.

of

from the drum edge, the ratio of count rates between
position

error due to non-

of material

tainer and n o L = distance

of error and should be minimized.

This can be accomplished

the potential

in Fig. 4.3.

If the sample is taller than it is wide,
cal variation

Since many samples

CR(R-a)/CR(R)
Not Rotating

and the sample is

This applies

to l/r2 varia-

tions only.
—CR(a)
CR(0)

1

.

(4.4)

1 - (a/R7

.

Table 4.1 lists this function
a/R.

By rotating

variation

the sample

for several values
the maximum

in Fig. 4.3 due to position

count rate

is reduced

from 2.25 to 1.125 with no loss in overall
rate.

Thus, whenever

possible

of

the sample

count
should be

at least be counted
Usually

in two orientations

180° apart.

there will be little need to increase

sample-to-detector
considerations

distance

beyond

of sample attenuation

ually be the largest

source

the

this because

of

which will us-

of count rate variation.

11

2.24L

3.16L

LA

4.12L

L~
2L

Fig. 4.4.

L3L

w=

Maximum

vertical

L~
4L

w=

080

5.1 L

CR4.12

0’0

5L

count rate variation

as a function

A source at the center of the sample will experi-

bustible

ence a larger attenuation

about 45 lb

source near the edge.
mized by increasing
In most samples

the sample-to-detector

distances

by the above discussion
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cannot be mini-

it will be the dominant

sample-to-detector

of little value.

than will a similar

This effect

larger

and Eq.

Consider

distance.

effect,

so

than indicated

(4.5) are usually

a 55-gal drum of com-

CR 5.1

Trl-(+=’-”

_ 0.94

+-

of sample-to-detector

waste

distance.

(a = 30 cm, density s 0.1 g/cm3 or

net weight,

pm(414)

= 0.1 cm2/g).

Only

74% of the gamma rays emitted
reach

the surface

= 0.74).

This

at the center would
-(0.1) (0.1) (30)
of the drum (e

is a maximum

26%, so a sample-to-detector
specified

by Eq.

count rate variation
distance

larger

(4.5) would not be justified.

than

of

5,
5.1

General Attenuation
Figure

efficient
ments.

ATTENUATION CORRECTION FACTORS

Considerations

of the high-Z

5.1 is a graph of mass attenuation
va energy

for a selected

It also indicates

range of ele-

the energies

of the more

useful gamma rays for the assay of several
In a qualitative

tant isotopes.
indicates

featurea

gamma-ray

assays.

(except hydrogen)
-i’ 20%.

important
1 and 3 MeV,

of all elements

are equal at a given energy within

The maximum

and minimum

range are -.08 cm2/g and -.035

values within

ture had equipped
an intense

all the isotopes

If na–

of interest with

gamma ray in this range,

gamma-ray

would be much easier, but unfortunately
is so equipped.

this

cm2/g and the overall

value in the range is - 0.05 cm2/g.

At lower energies,

only

1

I

I

,

I

,

assay
238U

the coefficients

t

1

1

of interest

ing values - 20 times higher
These

edge of plutonium.
quantitative

absorption

# ,

become much
reach-

near the K-absorption

large differences

make

assay by low energy gamma raya diffi–
The mass

in many cases.

coefficients

of uranium

and plutonium

are nearly six times larger at 186 keV than at
235
U (using its
This means the assay of
414 keV.
186–keV gamma ray) is subject
tial error than the assay of

is usually

not useful

keV most attenuation
attenuation

coefficients

very low level

desired

due to

Below 80

and plutonium.

unmanageably

An exception

cases.

80 and 120 keV

for assay measurements

the K x rays of uranium

making

to a greater poten239
Pu (using its 414–

The region between

keV gamna ray).

L x rays

,

elements

larger than those of the lower-Z materials,

cult , or even impossible

and constraints

Between

coefficients

impor-

the figure

Several

should be emphasized.

the mass attenuation

average

way,

many of the possibilities

in performing

co–

increase
severe

rapidly,

for most

to this is the measurement

(.u 10 nCi/g) waste materials

(- 20 keV) must be measured
sensitivity.

Nearly

where

to achieve

all uranium

of

the

and plu-

tonium assay is done with gamma rays of energies

be–

tween 100 and 1000 keV.
Figure 5.1 and the discussion
the existence

of limitations

will be discussed

it is the most important
The attenuation

.

due to

for sample

in some detail

factor in gamma-ray

correction

by the following
~F

and constraints

The correction

sample self-attenuation.
attenuation

above indicate

factor is defined

since
assay.
here

expression:

CR@=O,
no attenuation)
CR(actual observed rate)

‘

(5.1)

where
CR

=

count rate,

CF

=

attenuation

This expression
RI
u
w

directly.

Zr

the “corrected

from Eq. (5.1) because

be measured

t

The product
count,”

one.

t

t

, ,

I

t

CR.CF

cannot be measured
is sometimes

called

i.e., the count which wOuld
of attenuation.

factor has a minimum

has shown that the maximum

As devalue of
value

, , t1

lo~
ENE:GY (keV)

Fig. 5.1.

Experience

factor.

CF cannot be computed

CR(V=O)

in the absence

fined, the correction

10+

correction

is symbolic.

Mass attenuation coefficient vs energy
for selected elements.
The energies of
several important assay lines are indica ted on the graph.

that can be determined

with reasonable

(t 5%) is about

It should be emphasized

five.

CF=5 is a large correction

implying

of the gamma rays of interest

escape

accuracy
that

that only 20%
from the sample.
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Large valuea

of CF imply high potential

Sample nonuniformities

become

for error.

more troublesome

1.00(

as

CF increases.
The basic necessary
tative gamma assay
or plutonium

assumption

is that the mixture

and matrix material

than uranium or plutonium
ably uniform,

for all quanti0.7%

of uranium

(everything

in the sample)

other

is reason-

and the uranium or plutonium

particles

03
m
2
0
3
O.sa

are small enough
the emitting

to ignore self-attenuation

particles.

“reasonably

uniform,”

It is difficult

nium or plutonium

particles

have significant

self-attenuation
estimated
CF

particle

px
1 - e-u%

=

0.25(

for the er-

particlea

(
ox

The

attenuation.

of the individual

from the following

can

of ura-

self-attenuation,

may be used to correct

ror cauaed by individual

z
E
~

For some casea ape–

the aasay results will be low.
cial procedures

to define

but some rough guidelines

If the individual

be discussed.

within

Particle Size (cm)

can be

formula.

Fig. 5.2.
(5.2a)

‘

wipes,

l+px/2,if~xsl

CF w

px, ifpx>3

,

of reasonable

(5.2b)

particles

(5.2c)

are not made

vs particle

the package would

etc.),

requirement
(3?w

Self-attenuation

clearly not meet the

uniformity.

come close to meeting

where

for particle

linear attenuation

P“

coefficient

of emit-

ting material,
x=

moat incinerator

mean linear dimension

(The approximations
particlea

so it is difficult

pute the self-attenuation

exactly.

should only be used to estimate
tude of the particle
illustrates

the variation

Aa indicated

uranium.
abaorb

A 130+

to com-

Figure

particle

5.2
with

oxide particlea.
particles

small

self-attenuation,

can

Larger

lets, are even worse.
a correction

particles,

15 [~

oxide will

conditions,
theless,

such as

of powder
if

in the matrix

(1.5 cm2/g)

ever,

aasay.

some of the

There are some

which will be mentioned

uniformity
Never-

below.

true that in order

assay with any asaurance

to per-

of accuracy,

must know that the samples meet
of uniformity.

measurement

or more.

Several

tenuation

correction

the

In favorable

of t 5% (la) are readily

for samplea which

formity,

illustrates

of gamma-ray

it is generally

accuracies

of U02 requirea
s

uniformly

which allow less stringent

the assayist

such as fuel pel-

A l-cm pellet

factor of about

techniques

baaic assumption

10% of the 186-keV gamma raya emitted within

the particle.

as do

may meet the requirement

The above discuaaion

form gamma-ray

particularly

of uranium

scrap materials,

Small quantities

is distributed

baaic problems

the ordez of magni-

of self-attenuation

and plutonium

in the figure,

have significant

the powder

(Pu02,

the requirement

and not in lumps.

This formula

self-attenuation.

aah.

mixed with combustibles

The actual

shapes and their size is

not usually well known,

size for uranium

of particle.

are good to 5%.)

are irregular

’02 ‘ ‘3°8 ‘
certain well mixed powder

but

if corrections

low

Pure powdera

size.

etc.) clearly meet

KTGR-coated

the requirement,

aaaay results will still be 5-10%
,

size.

grossly

obtainable;

depart

cases,
how-

from uni-

can be low by a factor of two

common ways of computing

the at-

factor will now be discussed.

x (10 g/cm3) (1 cm) = 15] fur the 186-keV gamma ray.
A similar

plutonium

correction

recycle

pellet would require

gamma ray.

If such pellets were in a container

low density

combustible

14

a

5.2

Attenuation

Correction

Factor Expressions

factor of about 2.5 for the 414-keV

waste

(rags, gloves,

of

Kim-

Equations
expressions

(5.3) list several

for the correction

common and useful

factor.

In general,
slab ,

(5.3a)

these expressions

but quite accurate,
resolution
cylinder,

c’= *.
CF

=

e-

absorber.

In these expressions
or slab thickness,
pure absorbers

(5.3b)

D is the cylinder

The slab formula,

diameter

and L is the thickness

between

(5.3C)
or

of any

estimate

detectors.

are approximate
for use with high

For NaI they usually

CF due to the effects

over-

of small angle scat-

ters in the sample.

In many cases, @l can be deter-

mined by an external

source

as described

Other times

holdup

below.

and large waste

from knowledge

the sample and the detector.

particularly

rectly

transmission

measurement

(e.g., equipment

containers)

@

is estlmsted

of the sample and CF computed

from the appropriate

expression

di-

above.

Eq. (5.3a), is an exact expres-

sion for the case where

the sample-to-detector

dis-

5.3

Transmission-Corrected

Gamma-RayAssay

Consider

pictured

tance is very large compared with the dimensions
of the source and the detector
called

the far-field

for rectangular
etc.) viewed

samples

parallel

the thin dimension).

(this is sometimes

approximation).

(plates, boxes,

air filters,

to a side (usually
The expression

through

works well

even for fairly small sample-to-detector
(one or two times the sample
(5.3b) is an approximate
samples.
@

The sample

It ia used

distances

thickness).

expression

the situation

is placed between

ternal gamma-ray

in Fig. 5.4.

the detector

and an ex-

10 is the measured

source.

sity of the source with no sample,

and I is the in–

tensity with the sample

The transmission,

T, is defined

in place.

as

Equation

for cylindrical
i.e., the fraction

of gamma rays from the source

which pass through

the sample with no change In

It has the same form as Eq. (5.3a), with

replaced

sion worka

by (Tr/4)pD (TI/4=0.785).

Both Eqs.
Equation

This expres-

quite well even when the detector

only one diameter

is

from the edge of the sample.

(5.3a) and (5.3b) are plotted
(5.3c) is merely

gamma attenuation

in Fig. 5.3.

the fundamental

law of

and is ueed for absorbers

Source

P
10

I

placed
c

between

inten-

the sample and the detector.

sion would be applied
container.

c

Thie expres-

to the walls of the sample

‘u

For this case, the total correction

factor would be the product

of Zq.

(5.3a) or (5.3b)

times Eq. (5.3c).

0.00

Diagram

of a transmission

Attenuation

correction

factor

measurement.

I

1

!

1

1,50

3.00

4.50

S.oo

Transmlssian
Fig. 5.3.

“

.
(.IInzI

Fig. 5.4.

DET

vs PD (right) and transmission

(left).

energy or direction.

From the fundamental

attenu-

ation relationship,

energies.

This correction

knowledge

of the composition

lation between
-Q

T=e

.

The correction

(5.4b)

factor Eqs.

CF
Figure

slab ,

-nf4 lnT
1 - @T14

cylinder.

say work.

This is a favorable

than 10%.

range for as-

of error increases.

become

leas accurate

transmisaiona

can be measured

when T is less

The effects
Compton

troublesome

as low as .-0.5%

with confidante.

vised when measuring

Caution

transmissions

of small angle

=

scattering

below

Equations

the transmission

5.3)

ia ad10% with

or “buildupt’ are more

at the same energy aa

As indicated

and aasay energies

in Table 5.1,

may be quite dif-

In this case a correction

for the difference

transmia-

(5.5a) and (5.5b) assume

is measured

the assay gamma ray.
transmission

(CF-

for NaI measurements.

aion sources.

,

T:

in attenuation

must be applied
between

to the aasay energy,

t refera

to the transmission

the two

transmission

is raised

to the pa/pt

power before

substitution

into Eqa.

(5.5).

example

of how reasonable

tained,

consider

taminated

235U

186

Transmission
Source
169fi
235U

238U

1001

137c~
54Mn
22Na

239PU

414

755e
22Na
137CS
239PU

16

values of a may be ob239
Pu (414 keV) con137
CS(662 keV) as a
aah using

the assay of

incinerator

tranamiaaion

source.

erties of oxygen
in calculating

This mixture

one having

the composite

attenuation.

nium weight

fraction.

Most

incinerator

less than 10% plutonium

by weight,
value

aa an average

range of weight

it may be necessary

to perform

so a-1.27

might

is encountered,

an iteration

(i.e.,

the mass of plutonium,

pu ‘
from this value and the sample net
QU
recompute the mass of plutonium, etc.).

calculate

F

The choice of a tranamisaion
quently

ash will be

for the measurements.

fractiona

calculate

Table5.2

with the pluto-

be picked

weight,

prop-

and the other those of plutonium,

the change in a@a/~t)

pick a trial F

can be treated

the attenuation

illustrates

If a wider

Aa an

limited by the equipment

source

is fre-

and sources

TABLE 5,2

COMMON TRANSMISSION SOURCES
Assay
Energy (keV)

energy,

The meaaured

TABLE 5,1

Assay
IS!2KQS

(5.6)

a refera

as two components,

(small energy

Table 5.1 lists some of the common

ferent.

Measured

For careful work with high resolution

detectors,

change)

For T

For T less than 0.2, CF rises rapidly

and the possibility
transmissions

The re-

at the two energies

(5.5b)

than 0.2, CF is less than 2.0 and does not

change rapidly.

NaI.

(5.5a)

5.3 alao shows a plot of CF vs T.

greater

of the sample.

the transmissions

where

- lnT
1 -T

=

some

(5.3) can be rewritten
Ta

=

involves

is given by

in terms of T.

CF

usually

THE VARIATION IN Jd414)/LI(662)WITH

Transmission
Energy (keV~

PLUTONIUM WEIGHT FRACTION
a

h

177, 198
186

=w(414)/v(662)

o

1.21

0.1

1.33

0.3

1.54

662
834
1275
401

1.71
1.84

0.9

1.95

Mass Attenuation
414

511
662
414

0.5
0.7

Coefficients

P pu

0.26 cm2/g

0.13 cm2/g

!JO

0.093

0.077

I

I

available.

Uranium

able, and neither

or plutonium

is usually

of them requires

There are, however,

rection

as above.

aspects

of their use: they require

urement

(with and without

for the uranium

(c)

cor-

activity

three bad

(d)

preci-

A major

make it difficult

of

ity.

to get high

such as 169Yb and 75Se

advantage

a Ge(Li)

tectors.

alyzer

transmission

the assay energy
requires

The 186-keV transmission
75
With
Se the

(401 keV) is close enough

(414 keV) to consider a=l.

the use of uranium

or plutonium

such as 22Na and ’37Cs which
different

measurement

NaI

will adequately

procedures

T as a function

It

A multichannel
be required

anfor

and analysis.
a procedure

for the measurement

contaminated

waste based on the differ5.1,5.2
method.
. The absorption

ie based on the ratio of the intensities

of the 129- and 414-keV

with

ia its simpl-lc-

and a sample.

gamma rays must be measured,

and computer will usually

correction

lines

assay; and, since

is required.

ential absorption

or sources

expression
factor

is uniform,

plutonium

of plutonium

gamma rays.

If the sample

vanced

to

the interference

to plutonium

Cline describes

are of sufficiently

energy as to reduce

the plutonium

only a detector

detector

data acquisition

by interpolation.
energy

gamma

that the correction

of this technique

is most applicable
individual

chosen for use with high resolution de169
Yb the transmission is measured
With

is determined

The isotope must have appropriate

It requires

are usually

at both 177 and 198 keV.

is
assays.

need not come from the isotope under assay; e.g. ,
239
241
Pu asPu can be used for
intense lines from

the subtrac-

has a low statistical

Sources

corrected

in the sam-

this requires

the high self-attenuations

sources.

than for transmission

(It should be noted

sult of which usually

intensity

and lack of self-

concentrations

rays.

say. )

and plutonium

homogeneity

or plutonium

to compensate

the re-

uranium

uranium

more severe

tion of two large and nearly equal numbers,

sion; and, finally,

The required

ahsorbing

a double meas-

the source)

or plutonium

ple; at low transmissions

avafl-

any energy

derived

gamma rays of 239Pu.

for the attenuation

The

correction

is

one transmission

define W.

In more ad-

the sample is scanned

CCF

to measure

=

of position.

J

L

where
5.4

Differential

Absorption

Correction

= differential

CCF

absorption

tion correction
This is another

measured

attenuation

of use for some types of nuclear
is based
several
ergy.

on two facts.

First,

correction

material

some isotopes

gamma rays with significantly

circumstances

this ratio can define

correction

as discussed

rected assay.

(Z) must be known;
composition
(b)

‘1129’1414 )=
em

for

ratio of gamma ray intensities
sample,

ratio of gamma ray intensities

tenuation.

the sample at-

above for transmission
requirements

or effective

are
cormust

atomic number

i.e., some knowledge

of sample

mended

or plutonium

The average

at-

A thin foil is recom-

to measure

must be a small

part of the total sample attenuation.

atomic number

this.

of the waste matrix must

be known to apply this procedure.
tible waste

For much combus-

this is approximately
(5.7) has a value

2=8, and the ex-

ponent

in Eq.

Figure

5.5 shows a graph of this exponent

spect to atomic number.
made

is required.

The uranium

atomic number,

for a sample with negligible

In certain

the same aaiumptions

Several additional

The average

coefficients

the appropriate

for the measured

of two

be met:
(a)

=

mess attenuation

factor.

To apply this method
required

=

‘1129’1414)

en-

energy gamma rays from the same isotope

will vary with the sample attenuation.

tenuation

‘414’v129

It

emit

different

Thus, the ratio of the intensities

different

asaay.

attenua-

factor,

in the derivation

of-1.92.

Several

of this expression,

only holds over a limited

attenuation

combustible

waste

situation

Table 5.3.

The table compares

with re-

assumptions

range.

is illustrated
Eq.

are
so it
The

in

(5.7) (CCF) with

17

10’

%.

(5.3b) (CF414) as a function

of waste

density.

This shows that Eq. (5.7) should not be used if the
129/414 ratio drops below
value.

75-80% of the unattenuated

It should be noted

waate will have a density
the expression

that most combustible
of G 0.3 g/cm3;

should be adequate

therefore,

if the 75-80%

limit is observed.
A more correct
the differential

procedure

absorption

can be given
correction

sider two gamma raya labeled
higher

to compute

factor.

1 and 2 (2 ia the

energy and ia the line used for assay;

1-129 keV, 2-414 keV).
(or some assumption

meaaured

intensity

The average

of matrix

two masa attenuation

Con-

atomic

composition)

coefficients,

e.g.,

number
gives the

yl and U2.

The

ratio 11/12 is given by
CF2
(5.8)

q’
L

where
*,X

CF2

P21_e’
slab

q=~l-e+zx

“

l$i*o

t

t

CF2

1

I

2940WW

~

,

-(lr/4)1.11x
l-e
cylinder
~ _ e-(n/4)v2X

=

‘2
~

=

density

I

,

Atomic Number(Z)
Fig. 5.5.

Exponent

~414
- IL414’
‘129
of atomic number.
T&en

in Equation

as a function
from Ref. 5.1.

x

(5.7),

The correction
(1)

Valuea

the assumed

. thickness

forpl

matrix

composition.

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENTIAL ABSORPTION AND
TRANSMISSION-BASEDABSORPTION CORRECTIONS
FOR COMBUSTIBLE WASTE

M!!?l

18

1129/1414
Diff.

11129’1414)em

&

CCF

CF414

0.54

1.24

1.26

m
-1

0.1

0.89

0.2

0.82

0.29

1.47

1.56

-6

0.3

0.76

0.16

1.56

1.89

-12

0.4

0.73

0.09

1.84

2.25

-19

“

ae follows:

and U2 are determined

TABLE 5,3

Density

(diameter).

factor ia determined

0.6

0.69

0.03

2.05

3.06

-33

0.8

0.67

0.01

2.16

3.94

-45

1.0

0.66

0.002

2.20

4.85

-55

for

I

(2)

necessary

Iterate Eq. (5.8) to find the value X

which produces
(3)

the measured

Compute

rection)

CF2 (the desired

feature

that it includes

of when the sample

line ratio 11/12.
attenuation

tial absorption,

cor-

drops below

from:

namely,

potential

which may be used in plutonium

,

by differen-

when the intensity

ratio

the value given by Eq. (5.11).

There are several
slab

an indication

is not measurable

gamma-ray

assay.

pairs

There is

really only one that might be used for uranium,
(5.9)

and this only for certain

(11/4)112x
CF2

=

cylinder

~ _ e-(~/4)V2x

formation

.

Table
The maximum

possible

change

in the ratios

VI and V2.
11/12

P2

uranium

(5.10)

(11/12)em

‘~”

These

saturation,

of the low energy

the method

ing attenuation.

line reaches

loses sensitivity

This correction

to chang-

procedure

of the two gammas.

on

below.

The

efficiencies

should

detection

at the two energies.

Another
absorption

The actual measured

by the different

important

method

use of the differential

is to indicate

source self-absorption

11/12

waste

between

information

lumps as indicated

ratio will be affected

not be applied when the ratio gets below

the presence

(uranium or plutonium

of
lumps)

U2
=

1/3+2/3~

.

(5.11)

(11/12)em
)

is best suited
combustible

absorption

to low level plutonium

waste.

method

of solid residue

cinerator

is relatively

There

this latter category.

undergoing

ards,

to

limited

information

is

line Is too highly

(1.0 g/cm3 should still be measurable

in

saturate

ia saturated

can) the 129-keV gamma ray

and the attenuation

be evaluated.

correction

cannot

When the sample does meet the neces-

sary requirements,

this method

due to the ease of operation.

for uranium

assay.

for plutonium
absorbed

and indicate

transmission-corrected
plutonium

by the stand-

the 143/186 ratio can provide

If the matrix

a 12-cm or less diameter

since the 129-keV

It also has the

even be possible

(it will

trouble when the 414-keV
assay is still okay).

to check for

In principle

source absorption.

For

that either or

both of the above ratios be monitored
anomalous

For

some

The 345/414

by plutonium

assay it is recommended

can be recommended

iS

of lumps should be suspected.

ratio may be better

little experi-

gamma

(e.g. , 129/414)

ratio

lower than ia indicated

the presence

this purpose

such as in-

transmission-corrected

If the observed

significantly

contaminated

It may also be applicable

some small containers
ash.

in samples
asaay.

By itself the differential

too dense

for combustible

lines may provide

or plutonium

intensities
As the attenuation

In-

11/12) em, is just the ratio of the relative

value,

) minimum

with

not be useful

asaay since there is not enough difference

given by:

ence

situations.

line pairs in

The 143, 186 or 345, 414 combinations

5.4.

will generally

is

special

is given on several

to make some compensation

it may
for the

TABLE 5,4
GAMMA-RAY PAIRS FOR DIFFERENTIAL ABSORPTION METHOD
Mass Absorption

Ex!?!x
235U
239PU
239PU

m

11’12)em

Coefficient

1,/12

Combustible
Waste
2
(cm
)

.&

@l&.

U or Pu

m

)

Min
or Pu

143, 186

0.10

.154, .141

2.9, 1.5

0.42

0.52

129, 414

3.7

.156, .104

3.8, 0.28

0.67

0.074

345, 414

0.33

.111, .104

0.4, 0.28

0.94

0.70
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self-absorbing
transmission

For example,

lumps.

measurements

[e.g.,

multienergy

for 143/186:

lines from 109fi; for 129/414,

177-, 198-keV

keV (57CO) and 401-keV
dict the intensity

ratio which

meaauring

the measured
difference

lumps and an appropriate

below

to uranium

correction

would never be a routine

If
1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.8

1.118

1.116

1.092

1.090

0.6

1.291

1.277

1.222

1.214

0.4

1.581

1.527

1.433

1.402

0.2

2.236

2.012

1.881

1.761

0.1

3.162

2.558

2.469

2.162

this, the

or plutonium

made.

procedure,

‘his

it might

but

asaay situations.

the differential

technique

is more restricted

corrected

aasaybut,

absorption

than transmission–

where applicable,

use.

It doea provide

used.

It complements

a warning

is easier

to

when it cannot be

tranamiaaion-correction

niques and can provide

additional

some asaay situations.

Appendix

scription

EXPRESSIONS FOR CF

source

the total absorption.

can be ascribed

TO summarize,

COMPARISON OF APPROXIMATE AND EXACT

should be measured

ratio ia significantly

be of uae In certain

122-

(75Se)] can be used to pre-

if there are no lumps and the tranamiaaion
is accurately

TABLE 5,5
131-,

tech-

information
B contains

centration

tenuation

and should be read carefully

for the matrix

the use of this procedure.

by snyone contemplating

Other Attenuation

Corrections

aion for a transmission-based

correction

which may be used for transmissions
CF

#

lffi

expreafactor

*

slab

I/m

This assumes

,

the sample
n/8th

cylinder

that the average

Is one-half

of the cylinder

ligible effect

(5.12a)

comparison

of Eqa.

sions, Eqs.
proximate
cylinder

(5.5).

the slab thickness

(5.12) with

slab expression
expression

position.

be calculated
perimental
example

estimates

of CF can be

of the sample weight

known,

with sufficient

measurement

and com-

accuracy

is required.

segregated

waste.

may often
that no ex-

Consider

The waste material

the

must be well

(i.e., no lathe beda, balls mills,

mixed with the combustibles)

correction
Consider
heighta

and the plutonium

etc.,
con-

so that there are

factor in applying

is that the containers

filled

to different
constant

is constant,
However,

is known and the samples

be full, different

must be

of the sample.

of approximately

Since the density

this attenua-

The attenuation

ia based on the density

a group of samples

the weight

attenuation

lumps.

with material

density.

uni-

will have a neg-

filled or the fill volume known.

plied

is full and ita weight

the attenuation

distributed

on the total gamma-ray

The important
tion correction

and con-

using Eq. (5.3b)

the drum, one gets CF = 1.003.

tion factor should be constant.

of a 55-gal drum of plutonium-contaminated

combustible

20

than 0.2 the ap-

ia less than 7% high,

If the sample

and composition

the exact expres-

is less than 12% and the

In some casea, useful
made from knowledge

or one

Table 5.5 gives a

For T greater

Again

in the drum if it is distributed

. (5.12b)

path length within

diameter.

for matrix

100 g of plutonium

formly throughout

no self-attenuating
CF

factor

This says that 100 g of plutonium

over - 0.2.

m3.

one gets CF = 1.07; this gives

tainer of 1.37 x 1.07 = 1.47.

(5.12) give an approximate

=0.22

using Eq. (5.3b) gives

CF = 1,37, and using Eq. (5.3c) for

correction

and assuming
Equations

to water.

= 32 kg; size = 56 cm diam

computation

the wall attenuation
a combined

5.5

waste will have at-

by 89 cm high; walls = 0.1 cm; volume
Straightforward

technique

similar

net weight

of some recent work on the differential

absorption

Combustible

properties

Assume

in

a de-

low so that it is a minor part of the

total attenuation.

correction

the correcif only

are assumed

to

factors will be ap-

to each sample.
The final procedure

the use of standards
to be measured.

the unknowns

attenuation
cedure

is made

to correct

are assumed

properties

ia acceptable

computa-

for attenu-

to have the same

as the standards.

where

involves

the range of material

In this case no explicit

tion or measurement
ation;

to be discussed

to cover

This pro-

there is a claaa of

samples which are very nearly
shape, and composition,
tion of uranium
attenuation

or plutonium.

to another

rate will he uniquely

counting

constant

will be a conetant
procedure
airable

features

are discussed

concentration

calibration

csn be

REFERENCES
5.1

range and
as the unknowns.

cume

J. E. Cline,

Technique

“A Relatively

for the Assay

Company

of Plutonium

report ANCR-1055

or plutonium

to contribute

in the standard.

tenuation
to correct

ably the most widely

can

the use of differential

of different

energy plutonium

(at present,

used gamma assay procedure).

mean

assurance

(the standard)

applied with caution.
very well controlled

of the operation

be read in conjunction

trix attenuation

electronics.

ThiS should

describes

with the next reference,

some of the assumptions

and limita-

confrom a

tions of the “contrast
perimental

results

method”

and reports

on plutonium

some ex-

waste standards.

However,

It should only be used on
since there is no

actually

The standards

of Ge(Li) detec-

to error and muet be

material

check that the unknowns
standards.

where deviations

are to be measured.

it is the most susceptible

gamma rays

it is prob-

this would be used for product

trol or quality

at-

It also includes

for sample attenuation.

a good discussion

which
For example,

Aerojet
1972).

This procedure

to use, and where applicable,
results

Waste,”

(February,

concentra-

tors and their associated
yield acceptable

Simple and Precise

may be somewhat

tion is high enough that it begins

is the simplest

in Sec-

tion 9 (Standards).

This report describes
if the uranium

to the attenuation

in detail

Thie

Its utide-

count

Nuclear
nonlinear

not recommended.

a series of standards

them in the same geometry

The resulting

bias on all measurements.

is generally

to the fissionable

This relationship

by preparing
the expected

covering

In such cases, the

and the observed

related

concentration.

determined

in size,

only in concentra-

of the matrix will be nearly

from one sample

material

identical

varying

do resemble

the

must have the same ma-

as the unknowns,

or else there

5.2

T. D. Re%lly

Scientific
pp. 15-18.

and J. L. Parker,

Laboratory

l’bis report

contains
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results
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6,

RATE-RELATED COUNTING LOSSES

--6.1

Nature of the Problems:

Methods

event will be recorded

of Minimi-

MCA spectrum.

zation

spot in the spectrum
Failure
gamma-ray

to record

interactions

the rate-dependent

(or to correctly
in the detector

effects

time and/or pulse pileup

of

record)

is a significant

source of error in gamma-ray

assays.

of

deadpotential

Such counting

leases have been dealt with in various books and
6.1 - 6.4
papers.
However, for the sake of completenesa,

a brief discussion

along with suggestions
dures for correcting

of course,

channel

systems

analyzers)

generally

analysis

time during which

other event.

This deadtime

a few microseconds
several

for single-channel

tens of microseconds
In the latter

of deadtime

may often be several

correction

shape remains

constant

It should be noted
not constant,

during

the dead-ime

ent spectral

components

measurements

for uranium

spectral

In segmented

stants

tonium andior

means

backed with

a sig-

radiationa

nificant

error in total result.

phasized

is that running

What must be emanalyzer
due

to pulse pileup which may be just as significant.

the fact that gamma-ray

interactions

by less than the output

(temporally)

pulse width

of the main amplifier

piled up or summed amplifier
speaking,
than half

if the time between
the pulse width,

will not correspond

which

output.

the maximum

a

is less

pulse

L/!

of the 60-keV

When asaaying

239Pu by

gamma ray, 1 to 2 mm of lead
greatly

reduces

Such selective

the
filters

a thin layer of high-Z

because

discrimination

height

to either event, and neither

Constant

they offer

against

(e.g.,

the best

low energy

gamma

After

Rate Pulser Corrections

doing what can be done to minimize

effects

of pileup and deadtime,

usually

be made for residual

still nontrivial.
for making

A common

deadtime

insert a pulser
,..

of plu-

rays.

6.2

Roughly

interactions

the the gross rate

to

are

will produce

include

most of

no use is made of the copious

1 mm of cadmium

will usually

attenuate

preserving

flux also helpa reduce

below .- 150 keV.

Pb or W) materials
selective

while

or, for plutonium,

of ita 413.7-keV

within

separated

If,

the pileup

For most WDA measurements

gamma rays from 241Am.

segment will almost never produce

in general

losses

time con-

required.

to selectively

by reducing

uranium

x-ray emissions
a

energy

and deadtime

in the detector.

the
during

pileup

amplifier

ia adequate,

gamma radiation

shape will vary but the variation

refera

per second

with the resolution
shaping

the usable higher
pileup

In many WDA

for losaea

lws

possible

The use of absorbers
low energy

spectral

The term “pulse pileup”

even

4-Lis shaping.

scans both rate and

mode does not correct

In general,

will be a factor of four less than with

a single

in a livetime

peak events would be lost over and

consistent

for example,

for differ-

a multichannel

thrown out of a full energy peak ia
-6
Thus - 15% of
x 10
S)(104S-1)I.

at gross rates of only a few thousand

effects

shape ia

ahape and ratea will be constant

count interval.

to

the count interval.

and/or plutonium,

pulse whose width
4 -1
the fracAt a gross rate of - 10 s

is to use the shortest

if the spectral

will differ.

an output

The most direct way to minimize

from

tens of percent.

correction

10- to

and 3- or 4-ps time con-

this produces

[<15

an-

analyzers

that if the spectral

ia often

a system using an amplifier

shaping

the full energy

have a good internal

for their own deadtime

pulse

such losses will be a few percent.

case the total fraction

analyzers

detectors

peaks are narrow

above any loss due to deadtime.

for most multichannel

analyzers.

Most multichannel

re-

“deadtime!! or

per event ranges

The ef-

tion of events

of common

they cannot accept

output

at a

to some fraction
events.

with germanium

spectral

Consider

is - 15 pa.

proce-

(usually single or multi-

have a finite

20-ps wide.

-0.15

fera to the fact that some components
data acquisition

and the amplifier

stants;

such losses.

The term “deadtime,”

the full energy

with unipolar

will be given here

for a few specific

corresponding

fects can be appreciable
where

place in the

event will be recorded

of the sum of the two independent

because

instrumental

in the proper

A single

corrections

effects

which are

and effective

and pileup

the

should

corrections

peak into the spectrum

method
is to

through

a

I

preamplifier

If the pulser

input.

ably low (typically
mercury

the losses

aer peak will be nearly
peaks.

pulser rate determines
in the absence

pulsers.

Standard

pulser

from the amplified

the amplified

count

losses and/or peak distortion.

predicted

taken to make the amplified

gives the fractional
ia periodic

eventa are random,
slightly

higher

factor by which
exceed

counting

the gamma-ray

the gamma-ray

peak deadtime

the pulser peak deadtime

combined

Thus,

pulser

of 30 VS per pulse,

The factor by which

pileup losaea exceed

the pulser

peak pileup

the amplifier

the amplifier
MCA deadtime.
mentioned

pulse width.

pulse width

The two correction

are usually

It is possible

pulser pulses nearly

to add a pole-zero

work to the preamplifier

pulser

cuit ia shown in Fig. 6.1.

RC is chosen

~

impedance,

to match

input.

usually

the

peak
losses

because

less than the

resistor

pulses.
net-

Such a cirto match

93 fl or 50 fi.

the pulser pulse decay time.

in system

R appears

detector

cancellation

is chosen

the degradation
standpoint,

even
pileup

Effort should be

R is chosen as large as practical

This factor is gener-

is usually

If

and a

rate and ‘r is

than the factor for deadtime

the

pulser pulses.

in shape to the amplified

tbe pulaer output

for most

the gamma-ray

is .- (1 + R’T), where R is the pulser

ally smaller

losses

leases is - (1 +

factor is - 1.002, which may be ignored
NDA work.

The

rate and T is tbe dead-

for a 60-Hertz

system deadtime

identical

peaks will suffer

losses than the pulser peak.

RT), where R is the pulser
time per pulse.

loss.

and the gamma-ray

on the uae of

to eliminate

it will cause excessive

give the actual area and the ratio of actual-to-

Since the pulser

(~ 100 KS)

pulses have a long undershoot,

of small amplitude,

procedures

is appropriate

It is often difficult

undershoot

of the count time and

the expected

of losses.

A note of caution

from the pul–

the same as from other

Knowledge

cided to use a high pulaer rate or a long
MCA deadtime.

60 Hertz from a very stable

switch pulaer),

spectral

rate is reason-

(> Mfl) to limit

resolution.

in parallel

From a noise

with the feedback

in the first stage of the preamplifier.

It increases

the-resistance

noise

contribution

and

lowers the resolution.
For example, if the pulse
-3
decay time is 10
a and R is chosen to be 109 n,
C should be chosen as 1 pF.
the pulser pulse undershoot

This should eliminate
with minimal

resolution

degradation.

factors just

small enough to be negligi-

ble in most practical

cases, but it is good to be

aware of the possibilities

if it is casually

6.3

Gamna-Ray

Source Normalization

deIn some casea a better
use a gamma-ray

correction

source for deadtime

method

is to

and pileup

Charge sensitive preamp
~––––––––-----q

Pole

la!

Zero

r-–————--7

I

i
I

RL

I
I
l––

i
_____J’

r
Detector

I

I

I

I
I
I

!

L ———— ———-

I

—-—-

;

1
=
Fig. 6.1.

A pie-zero
cancellation circuit which can be added to the preamplifier
pluser input to cancel the undershoot produced when using an external
pulser to correct for system deadtime and pileup.
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A suitable

normalization.

that the detector

always

source

is positioned

sees a constant

REFERENCES

so

flux from
6.1

Before making

the source.

measurements,

R. D. Evans,

The Atomic

Book Co., Inc., New York,
ization

rate R. (counts in chosen

Nucleus

(McGraw-Hill

the normal1955), Chapter

28,

full energy peak
pp. 785-827.

per unit time) ia determined

with no sample

For actual measurements,

aasay position.

in the

the full
6.2

energy peak rate R of the normalization

J. Harms,

Multichannel
is determined

“Automatic

Dead-Time

Correction

for

gamma ray
Pulse-Hefght

Analyzers

at Variable

and all full energy peak areas of in-

terest are multiplied

This pro–

by the ratio Ro/R.

Counting

Rates,”

Nucl.

Instrum.

and Meth. 53,

192

(1967) .
cedure aasumes

that all spectral

the same fractional

peaks will suffer

loss from pileup

and deadtime.
6.3

The advantagea

in using a gamma-ray

Hilger
are that there is no possibility

of gain shifts

for the correction

to the rest of

peak relative

6.4
the spectrum,

P. Quittner,

that the rate is easily varied,
need be made

1972), Chapter

10, pp. 96-104.

H. H. Bolotin,

M. G. Strauaa,

and D. A.

that
“Simple

and that, in general,

a source

than a pulaer.

difficulty

The disadvantages

in finding

general

increaae

“extra”

gamma raya.

6.4

Detector

are the

a source of just the desired

energy with a sufficiently

long half-life

in rate due to Compton

and the

events and

Generated Pulser

A third correction
discriminator

procedure

is to use a fast

on the preamplifier

the discriminator

output,

scale

pulses by a fixed factor,

use this to generate

a pulse whose

and

rate is proporThis

tional to the gross rate of the system.

pulse is then fed back into the preamplifier.
The fed-back

pulse

and deadtime.
erated with

is again subject

Comparing

the number

the number

appearing

ing peak givea the desired
cedure haa an advantage
that it gives correct
vary during

a more

complex

constant.

system.

respect

to corrections

pulsera

apply here.

The emphasis
deadtime

to first minimize

gen-

in the correspondThis propulser

in

even if the ratea
as long as the specThe dieadvantage

The considerations
for the nonrandomness

of this section

is

with
of

is that both

and pileup may easily be significant

NDA measurements
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co both pileup

correction.

results

6.Li

of pulses

over a fixed-rate

a count interval,

tral shape remains

for Precise

in

and due care should be exercised
and then correct

Losses

in Nuclear

Determina-

Pulse Processing

ia
Systems,”

simpler

Technique

for the nonrandomness
tion of Counting

of a pulser,

(Adam

Ltd., London,

McClure,
no corrections

Gamma Ray Spectroscopy

source

for both effects.

Nucl.

Instrum.

and Meth. 83,

1-12 (1970).

7,
The procedures
adopted

and equipment

for a particular

configuration

Pb(_l.5mm)

assay problem will depend

Among

on many factora.

ASSAY

-,0

isotopes

to be measured,

the size and shape of the

to
bs

type and degree of homogeneity,

throughput,

dealred

Assayed

and the available

procedures

few general

for every situation;

procedures

tion of probable

applicable

assay problems

GO (U)

Transmission-Corrected
It is observed

scrap and waste

rather a

Scan
n Mechanism

to a large frac-

will be diacusaed.

frequently

occur in the volume

less pronounced,
tially reduced
the container

Radial

In such cases

as a vertical

of uranium

container

to define

on a aegment-by-segment
detector

are obtained

correction

basis with

Comfactors

the best cur-

that the advantages

of the segmentation

are gained at the loss of some degree

sensitivity;

hence a system

employing

would probably not be used on samples
239
slgof
Pu or 235U.
For a segmented,
ray aasay the general
tector, collimator,

containing

gammaof de-

transmission

and the pileup and deadtime

normalization

The specific arrange239
Pu in cylto the aasay of

source are shown in Fig. 7.1.
ment shown ia tailored

A rather

indrical

containers

s 20 cm in diameter.

detailed

discussion

of this assay problem,

comments

concerning

assay of other isotopes

with

sizes, will suffice

and constraints

involved.

to illustrate

and

the ideas

is positioned

container

sample

as close as

handles)

count rates and give the best segment
The “segments”

overlap

somewhatas

size, collimator

a reasonable

tivity and spatial

resolution.

drums a collimator

-5

been a reasonable

choice.

For 30- and 55-gal

The spatial

resolution

cannot be as sharp in the latter

on the degree
The obvious

to provide

of uniformity

alloy may be used.

count rates

as close as possible
measurement

ms-

If space is a consid-

eration,

a tungsten

useful

of material

choice of collimator

be lead.

and cadmium

in sensi-

cm high and .-J20 cm deep has

terial will usually

plutonium

in Fig.

lead bricks properly

trade-off

case but it is still sufficient

distribution.

by the

and their rela-

N 1.25 cm high and M 10 cm deep

providea

information

resolution.

determined

dimensions

of two standard

of the segments

are

to maximize

For the case illustrated

7.1 a collimator

the detector

to the collimator.

will be
For the

a filter of lead (- 1.5 mm)

(- 0.8 mm) serves to reduce the rate of
241
Am and the x rays of both
from

low energy events
plutonium

and lead.

As discussed

such filters are useful
pileup

and deadtime.

tion will depend
cadmium

package

andlor

To maximize

relationships

aasay sample,

of

segmentation

transmission-corrected
spatial

often bagging

spaced)

the resolution

gives probably

container

to the &oll-imator (the constraints

(often composed

and using de-

the segments.

The sample
possible

tive positions.

of doing gamma-ray assays of packages
235U or 239PU
It must be
~ 10 g of

recognized

source,

sequence

andlor plutonium

transmissions

transmission-determined

procedure

can be substan-

each of which is as7.1
homogeneous.
The differ-

the rotating

tector collimation

containing

are

thin segments,

and gamma-ray

rent method

of source

inhomogeneities

may be scanned

ential measurements

of the Ge(Li)

densities

and their effects

sumed to be reasonably

by scanning

of filling

variations

by sample rotation.

of independent

bining

vertical

General arrangements for segmented,
transmission-corrected
gamma-ray assay.
The specific situation shown is tailored
to the assay of 239PU in cylindrical
containers S 20 cm in diameter.

Scanning

that in the process

and matrix materials.

activity

Segmented

containers

J

I

Fig. 7.1.
7.1

-Iopcl“%a

P

=

Pb shield

No attempt will be made to prescribe

equipment.
optimum

accuracy,

required

/

‘r)dG
❑“

sample
container,

Cd(-O.8mm)

\

~cl 7s~,

those factors will be the

in Chapter

in reducing

6,

the effects

of

The exact filter configura-

on the sample.

For 235U asaay the

alone should suffice, because there will
241
Am flux found in plutonium

not be the 60-keV
materials.
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In this case of
the transmission
accurate

239

source because

TABLE 7,1

Se is used as

it gives the most

USEFUL COMBINATIONS OF SOURCES

Its 400-keV

correction.

close in energy

75

Pu asaay

gamma ray is
239PU
gamma ray of

to the 414-keV

Since it is lower in energy,

its Compton continuum
239
Pu sensitdoes not significantly decrease the
137
Cs or 22Na.
ivity
as would the continuum from

A source strength

of - 10 mCi should provide

Isotope
Assayed

Transmission
Source

Correction

238PU

137ca

133Ba

766.4 keV

661.6 keV

356.3 keV

239PU

75~e

133Ba

413.7 keV

400.1 keV

56.3 keV

235U

169fi

usable

intensity

for at least one year in spite of the
75se
120-day half-life of
. Position adjust-

short

ment and judicious

lead filtering

are used to ad-

just the 75Se count rate to the desired
The transmission

source

in a collimator-shield

level.

itself should be encased

133

The 356-keV gamma ray from the

ss for spectral

177.2,

57C0

198.0 keV

22.0 keV

238U

54fi

137CS

1001.1 keV

834.8 keV

185.7 keV

to avoid undue personnel

exposure.

is used for deadtime

Source

and pileup

Ba source

correction

237

It has no gamma

stabilization.

661.6 keV

as well

rays which interfere with either the 414-keV gamma
239
75~e
Pu or the 400-keV gamma ray of
.

235U

203Hg

Np

279.2 keV

311.9 keV

185.7 keV

ray of

The 1O.4-Y half-life

is alao convenient.

of N 10 vCi is generally

adequate

tioned right on the detector
proper rate.

housing

tion source,

of tranamiaaion

(see Chapter

the source,

isotopes,

source,

correc-

and assay gamma ray will be necessary.

7.1 gives several useful

possible

to give a

For the assay of different

other combinations

Table

A source

and may be posi-

combination.

6) to use a pulser

if one ta available

It is

instead

with adequate

of

rate

might

take another 100 s, so assays of 25-cm-tall
133
Ba and
containers might take 5 min each.
The
75
Se sources are generally adjusted to give .- 104
counts/segment

For better

Segmented

scans may be accomplished

ings of discrete

fixed vertically,
In a continuous

in several

under tn. general head-

and continuous

crete scan the sample

scans.

is positioned,

repositioned,

counted while

counted

scan the rotating

In a dis-

again,

etc.

sample moves with

apeed past the collimator.

the container

for

to move the height of the collimator.
would

of which

availability.

give acceptable

results,

and the

to uae might be based on hardware

The continuous

scan scheme probably

gives a better average transmission within segments.
239
Pu assay system shown in Fig. 7.1 the

For the

continuous
-.0.127
10 s.

mode is used with a vertical

cm/a

speed of

(0.05 in./s) and a count dwell

The scan of a container

-J 200 seconds.

All analysis

time of

25 cm high takes

and sample

performed

deadtime

scans

correction

and pileup

the computations

counting

are

basi.a using the

factors and corrections

discussed

C lists the relevant
priate

must be reached

and throughput.

on a segment-by-segment

appropriate

the

if the longer aasay

previously.

and the appro-

assay equations

precision

equations

for

Appendix

for this 8itua-

tion.7”2

The count

dwell time is often chosen as the time required

decision

precision

peaks of interest.
sensitivity

A compromise

time is acceptable.
between

In all segmented

ways, which may be divided

Both methods

or greater

scan speed may be decreased

and stability.

a constant

in the full-energy

precision

changing

7.2

Variations

of Transmission-Correction

Procedures
Numerous
cedures

variations

described

commonly

above.

encountered

If a category
is a reasonably

TWO such situation

nated.
enough

of scrap or waste

uniform

depth,

The detector
to reduce

are

and will be discussed.

mixture

rial. and if the containers
and constant

to the pro-

are possible

exists which

of matrix

are filled

the segmentation

to a known

may be elimi-

can then be backed

l/r2 effects

and mate-

up far

to an acceptable

26

I

I

level, and the transmission
location

near the middle

contents

are uniformly

measured

7.4

at a single

of the container.

NaI Detector

Procedures

If the
The advantages

factor so determined

distributed,

and limitations

will apply to the whole

con-

tors relative

to Ge(Li) or intrinsic

have been discussed
tainer.

Such a system will generally

ter sensitivity

of its height

that Ge(Li) or intrinsic

(ignoring

factors

Ge la preferred

collimation.
of cost) except

in cases where

up and down over a

and thus average

greater

efficiency

of NaI is re-

the measquired.

ured tranamisslon

That discussion

indicates

the potentially
fraction

previously.

Ge detectors

have a bet-

than one using vertical

The sample may also be scanned

of NaI detec-

the correction

over a larger fraction

The assay of large containers

(e.g., 30-

of the
and 55-gal drums)

of low-level

waste

is such a

sample.
situation.
If the transmission

gamma ray is higher

Rapid screening

items may be flagged
energy

than the assay gamma ray, its Compton
both the precision

a fraction

for a more careful

ia alao a common application.

and sensiMany of the ideas and principles

tivity of the assay peak measurement.
energy,

pileup

can produce

background

detectors

A few comments

If the utmost

sensitivity

and a decrease

in throughput

amplifier

time constants

Much

may be used with

an asaay may be done in two scans.
resulting

The container
sion source

output.pulses

as narrow

as 1 pa full

is first scanned with the transmiswidth.

to obtain applicable

correction

This reduces

Then the transmission

source

the problem

of pileup and

facallows higher

tors.

ia not

with NaI that it is with Ge(Li).

ie
shorter

acceptable,

Pulse pileup

and precithe problem

sion is desired

apply

should be made

under the
on aigni.ficant differences.

assay peak.

directly

from
to the use of NaI.

low energy events

in doing as-

Even if the
says with high resolution

asaay gamma ray is of higher

of

assay by

conother methods

tinuum will decrease

wherein

in

is shielded

count rates.

The wide windowa

used

or
for peak area determinations

and a scan Is made of the assay gamma ray.
169
In using
Yb (177 keV and 198 keV) as a trans235U
(186 keV)
mission source for the assay of

also tend to reduce

removed

pileup

effects.

although

the effect

than in Ge(Li)
this two-scan

scheme

is particularly

It must be noted, however,

detectors,

Differential

that,

(5-10%)

it is more difficult

to

useful.
make corrections.

7.3

can be much smaller

The system

is usually

so aet up

to limit the count rates such that pileup may be

Absorption Methods

ignored.
The data acquisition
ential absorption

procedures

methods

are quite simple.

posaibilitiea

and limitations

been outlined

above in Section

dix B.

If the sample meets

tions, the assay consists
resolution
required

spectrum with

will be a compromise
fects and maximizing
must be observed
and correction

is a sufficient
applies.

assay precLsion.
distance

l/r2 ef-

Usual cautiona

and pulse pileup.

of
The

but not scanned.

of the data acquisition

is attractive
of samples

where

to which

and background
aasay, whether
be carefully
eliminate

aayed.

item concerns

subtractions.
Ge(Li)

save from the sample being aa-

tinuum under the full-energy

remaining

is the con-

peaks, and these are

out by one of the usual methods.

ground runs are not required
shielded

to

to the full-energy

The only “background”

properly

should

It should be possible

all contributions

subtracted

backgrounds

In any gamma ray

or NaI, the detector

shielded.

peaka of interest
in the

to minimization

be rotated

number

activity

minimizing

count rate.

the method

assump-

a high

sample-to-detector

of the simplicity

procedures,

clearly

sufficient

with respect

sample will probably
Because

the necessary

between

have

5.4 and in Appen-

of acquiring

for deadtime

The

of the method

peaks to give the desired

As in other procedures,

A last cautionary

for differ-

Back-

if the detectors

are

and if the assay is based on full-

energy peak areas only.

An occasional

sure that the background

peak areas are indeed zero

is all that is necessary.
are employed

in which

there

used.

it

fully considered,

Occasionally

continuum

count to as-

procedures

subtraction

In such cases backgrounds

as the continuums

energy peaks may be more easily

la not

must be more careunder full-

changed

than the

actual peaks.
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8,
The assay systems

(hardware and software)

quired to carry out a particular
will depend on the procedure
desired

throughput,

requirements

desired

re-

asaay procedure

and such factors as
degree

for portability,

type of assay can ususlly
equipment

TYPES OF ASSAY SYSTEMS

of automation,

and cost.

A given

be done with various

configurations.

Careful

consideration

involved.

here to illustrate

the range of different

A few

of a system employing

Figure

tion.

8.2 is a picture

The device pictured

collimation
distances

(not pictured

scan with a Ge(Li) detector
or programmable

calculator.

data reduction.

With a computer

is achieved

trol the mechanical

puter,

In such

analyzer

and

to do manual

a high degree of

by letting

the computer

scan apparatus.

are possible.

multichannel

tain amount

the use

there are too many data generated,
are too complicated

options

seg-

requires

the computations

automation

including

5-gal size.

asaays

the
of

The vertical

here) and sample-detector

to suit the container

MCA-Based Ge(Li)
Many currently

a procedure

(and any other

are varied

op-

size.

System

System

A full scale transmission-corrected,

of a computer

the latter

of such a system.

can do fully automated

up to standard

which

8.1 ia a

conf igurat ions.

Computer-Based Ge(Li)

mented

Figure

block diagram

8.2
8.1

to the computer,

the MCA functions.

containers

system

directly

then performs

same functions)

should be given to the factors
types will be mentioned

msY be Interfaced

con-

At least two

obtainable

of hard-wired

MCA units have a cer-

computational

cluding

functions

regions

or even do a simple background

to give actual

that integrate

peak areas.

ability,

selected

fn-

spectral

subtraction

If no segmentation

is

done, such an MCA would allow a transmiasioncorrected

aasay to be done with

calculator.

Throughput

of computational

the ald of a desk

will suffer and the chance

error will increase.

The system can include a
(MCA) controlled

or the analog-to-digital

by the com-

converter

8.3

SCA-Based

System

(ADC)
For some applications,
detectors

with several

gions may suffice.

T

a ayatem baaed on NaI

SCAS set over spectral

Such systems

are cheaper

reand

Display

L&lF-$1

n

Pre
Amplifier

Fig. 8.2

Fig. 8.1.

Block diagram of computer-based
gamma-ray assay system.

Computer-based
system capable of automated segmented assays of containers up
to 5-gal size. The vertical CO11 ima tion
and sample-detector
distance are varied
to suit the container size.
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simpler

than those employing

high-resolution

de-

shielded

NaI probe and battery-powered

tectors with computers

andlor MCAa but will suffer

exist and can be easily carried

numerous

with respect

reduction

disadvantages

data reduction,
real advantage

spectral

of such systems

of actual portability.

30

to throughput,

interferences,

etc.

One

ia the possibility

Systems composed

of a

later.

can often be done with a pocket

Such systems

reasonably

electronics

by one man.

offer qualitative

quantitative

Data

calcu-

and even

assay capability.

9,
All gamma-ray
to a standard

assays

which

should be made relative

is representative

rial being measured.

STANDARDS

Consequently

of the mate-

adequate

stand-

minimize

whole

arda are a very vital part of any assay system.
A good general

guide to NDA standards

tion procedures

ANSI N.15.20.9”1

recommended

to potential

equipment.

The atandarda

measurement

of the detector

fic activity
effects

of sample geometry

attenuation

standard

is also expected

This latter procedterms the pur-

is to define

a measured

the calibration

Formally

aw

where
calibration

factor

(counts/g of iso-

tope of interest),
MS

=

the attenuation

sample

to sample:

CRS =

meaaured

CF8 =

attenuation

isotope,

correction

factor for the

standard.
The following

discussion

cation and uae of gamma-assay
Ideally

the standard

tical to the unknown,
particularly

standards.

but this is usually

criterion

idena fiction,

of waste and scrap.

is that the standards

have the same size and shape as the unknowna.
principle,
standards

it

ia

possible

and compute

size on the standard
are complicated
large errors

is not recommended;

particularly
standards

and a measured

In general,
nevertheless,

one for certain

large and/or

and subject
this approach
it may be the

types of samples,

irregular

required

shapes.

Since

for each different

this should be a great incentive

to

attenuation

cor-

Such ia ob-

not the caae for scrap and waste materiala.

in many cases.

of most powders

over a considerable

(and hence

significantly

shaking,

attenuation)

just by giving

The matrix

category.

attenuation

Even if stand-

properties

Large measurement

biases

when using procedures

have a meaeured

attenuation

be, it is ueually

are avail-

attenuation

are almost al-

ways introduced

which

correction.

the standards

impoaaible

correction

No matter

to guarantee

‘l%us the use of a meaaured
ia strongly

The purpose
(tranamiasion

of the attenuation

the degree

unknown

differs

ciple, a single

to

that the
as the

attenuation

recommended.

or differential

measure

do not

are claimed

really have the same attenuation

standards.

(and ita

to sample even

able, there is no way to choose which
to apply.

it

the bulk den-

material

will vary from sample

ards of different

sam-

of incinerator

thus decreasing

a single material

and vibra-

the measured

of a container

aah can be changed
a vigorous

can be changed

range by agitation

The attenuation

unknowm.
to

(defined

viously

how “representative”

Such computation

response.

are generally

size sample,

size

the effect of the different

if done correctly,

if not.

only practical

to use different

In

Here the assay

from a mean

is unneceaaary

within

should be nearly

for the measurement

A more reasonable

of the fabri-

such as fuel

rection

sity of the contents.

La a general

little from

pina or platea are a good example.

ple gamma activity)

count rate from the standard,

of material

materials

to show a deviation

as the
this assump-

does varyvery

Product

source
For such

that the un-

attenuation

There may be some categories

where

tion.

known maas of emitting

to aasume

There is no way to verify

The bulk density
K=

(external

absorption).

knowns have the same matrix

ia mainly

,

which do not use

correction

or differential

standards.

in the

This ia the crux of

with assay procedures

it is neceaaary

and

with a wide

(particularly

categories).

attenuation

transmission

tion.

Uranium

are found in combination

by the standard),

. CF.
a
1,1
a

CR

ia not used, the

In general

factor, K, in Eq. (1.1).

K=

a

to have the same attenu-

ure is not recommended.

plutonium

procedures

In aystema where

samplea

pose of the standards

and the

matrix materials

is to vary the sample attenuation.

the problem

(size, shape, and

correction

ation as the unknown

a

as a

(more on this in the next section).

scrap and waste

the speci-

of interest,

distance).

measured

provide

efficiency,

size containers

and in the industry

range of matrix materials

users of gamma assay

of the signature

sample-to-detector

Na-

This guide ia

essentially

of different

The main effect of different

and calibra-

is given in a recent American

tional Standard,

the number

used in a given facility

to which

correction

absorption)
the attenuation

from that of the standard.
standard

of each container

is to
of the
In prinsize will
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suffice

if such a correction

ard will define

the calibration

and the transmission
measurement

is used.

constant (counts/g),

or differential

will evaluate

the difference

to the standard.

tice it is recommended

that several

to span the expected

tions and perhaps
rial loadings.
ily by estimated

using

(do not forget the attenuation
rial; for uranium
tenuation
plished

standards

and source

easily with several
The minimum

loadinga).

with attenuation
expected

of the source mate-

are usually
different

should

(counts/g).

The standards

matrix,

only the different

in each of the expected

matrix

of the matrix.

and this is obtained
urement.

biases).

the range of attenuationa

container

other solid scrap residues
sand-slag-crucible)
tenuations
processes

.

involved

attenuation

earth, graphite

standards

32

for ex-

powder,

solids,

and

of diatomaceous

are to be used for neutron
also, due to the large

This

can be quite

and fine-grained

for

should not be

Plutonium

for americium

materials

content.

The

of the source material

documented

and saved as part of

of the standards

The uranium
weighed

in which

accurate
matrix

it is

materials

throughout

a uniform

distribution

Stepa are always
(rotation,

uniform

calibration

standards

in the measurement

if the

number

of unknown

terial

in any single

taken to miniscans,

etc.).

such effects.

Consider

The distribution

container

some degree of nonuniformity.

in gamma-

will usually

system.

samples.

aectiona,

errors

segmented

not eliminate

goal

of the stand-

in previous

ray measurements.

These will usually

in the

is very impor-

as the crucial

introduces

and

and ho-

distribution

mize

these effects

The source

blended

the design and fabrication

biases

coincidence

this need not be as

This point

quartz or

(a)n) background

also;

must be carefully

standards.

for

The matrix ma-

than adequate).

Aa has been explained

nonuniform

quantities

of at leaat 0.1%.

to assure

be

should be done to a

tant and should be considered

ards.

must now be com-

oxide should

into the desired

(1% is more

mogenized

material

or plutonium

The weighing

accuracy

calibration

ash and

materials

MgO sand [the MgO sand should be avoided

counting

to

ash from one plant may be

well covered by using matrices

the certification

to assure homo-

If the replicate

the material

terial should be weighed

found in small

(CF414 ~ 1.2-3.0)

analysis.

and analysis

or less)

should be submitted

preparation.

should be carefully

relative

(though

from that of other plants).

range

preparation

the standards.

meas-

Consider,

due to different

do not agree,

carefully

There is a wide range of at-

(incinerator

quite different

com-

when attempting

(e.g., leached

analyses

(several microns

samples

The source and matrix

to duplicate

(< 15 cm diam) of incinerator

and isotopic

or

be used for

and then well blended

elemental

this

Uranium

The oxide should be

fine

Replicate

bined.

parameter

In the standards

be desirable

fabrication.

to use

Usually

and not feasible.

geneity.

the

of the material,

from the transmission

track down measurement
ample,

are used,

Thus it is not necessary

from NBS.

For

used.

categories.

The important

the actual matrix material
this may sometimes

one standard

it may be desirable

material

should also be analyzed

attenu-

to the chemical

coefficient

powder

Any

that standard.

oxide powder will probably

used In standards

size con-

the expected

measurements

assay ia quite insensitive

is the absorption

of a given

need not cover

may be to construct

If transmission

evaluated

yield the same calibration

One way of covering

ations, however,

position

Is being

standards,

to a moderately

uniform

to check

This Ls to say, all standards

tainers.

milled

In most cases more

correction

every expected

plutonium

for

both

composition.

made against

reference

most standard

powder.

massea will show up aa a biaa

will be too expensive

accom-

and loading near the extremes

that the attenuation

high accuracy

and

(uranium or plutonium)

to masa and isotopic

in all measurement

standard

of at-

uranium

‘his is necessary

factor

5

contamination

must be very well characterized

error in the standard

set would be two standards

in the unknowns.

size container

with regard

mate-

in Chapter

would be desirable.

properly.

the standards

can eas-

the variation

loading

The source material

would

The mate-

should be in the form of a fairly uniform

range of attenua-

the expressiona

the range of interest.

In pracbe

Three

each with one of these materials,

rials must be free of radioactive

standarda

attenuation

by the magnesium].

in attenu-

also the range of nuclear

The expected

standards,

fairly well cover

absorption

ation from the unknown

fabricated

which will be generated

This stand-

will usually

Non-

lead to
a large
of mashow

l%is may be reflected

I

as an unknown

error in the assay measurement.

ever, to first order it is reasonable
the single container
distributed
containers.

course,

population

on uniform

if the measurements

standards.

This argument,

is not strictly valid; however,

The fabrication

standards

of uniform

Practically,

type diacuased

the fabrication

all evi-

blender

stand-

standards

of the

above, e.g., PU02 plus graphite

or other vessel

eventually
weighings

blended

before

is cleaned,

techniques)

terial haa been lost.
for mixing

aeema to segregate
of material.

that no ma-

is not recommended

suspected

of settling

standards

may be expected

should be scanned

that this is not occurring.

the uniform

Most experience
discussed

procedure)

desira-

not quite full

from time to time to
distribution

of material.

that the settling

and

is not a severe problem.

Other techniques

for achieving

ards have been suggested
involve putting

and tried.

the source material

the matrix

in the solution,

ing the combination.

Several

on MgO aand.

but the techThe procedure

combustible

shredded)

waste.

Wads

and other paper

are lightly wetted with plutonium

nitrate

and then dried and bagged.

solutions

is well dried

(otherwise,

a density much different
This would

combustible

it wads up and assumes
from normal

combustible

waste

standards

of shredded

difficult

The filling process

matrix

very lightly

the oxide

the paper and forming

based on the 414-keV

stand-

Some of these

standards

with
it is

from settling

and highly

were fabricated

with sigassays

can be used.

General

strong plastic
The desired

enriched

was placed

uranium

The procedure

waste standards

was to place a

bag in a l-gal hospital
of U308

dressing

(individual

sprinkled

each new layer was added,
the oxide in place.

certification,

The process would

have merit but haa not been completely

seem to

into 10 or more roughly
K.imwipes

of the bag and one of the
on it.

This was repeated

satisfactory

centrations

absorption

it was compressed

As
to hold

In spite of this, when the

were carefully

scanned

and assayed

for

it waa found that they were unusable

due to significant

dispersed

can.

bags had

A thin layer of shredded

in the bottom

oxide portions

TO illustrate

should be cited.

as l-gal bags to be loaded into a

1, 2, or 5 grams) was divided
equal portions.

for uranium

at Loa Alamos

quantity

standards

have been

Elec-

fabricated

not recommended

30- or 55-gal drum.

and then dry-

nitrate

out of

(with its higher penetra-

(for 186-keV assay).

this, an experience

in solution,

standarda

layers

mixed oxide waste
9.2, 9.3
The prOusing the oxide powder.

cedure is strongly

Natural

sprinkled

For plutonium

gamma

this procedure

standards

involves

oxide concentratfona

self-abaorption.

bility),

The uniform
and rags is

Even if done very carefully,

to prevent

nificant

(these are

55-gal drums).

of oxide powder with KimWipes

very difficult.

waste

that all pluto-

and that the paper

seem to be a good procedure

often large containers:
mixture

Ex-

until the oxide was all in and the bag full.
uniform

made at Los Alamos by drying plutonium
solution

to verify

It is usually

to date with the powder mixtures

above Indicates

segregation

(even if this

containers

so that they may be shaken
help maintian

and alter-

Working

routinely

is not the normal measurement

to

should be

distribution.

ble to leave the standard

(sometimes

tric has successfully

some mixtures

out of the mfxture

ing the initial uniform

or vi-

as this

than blend

Powder mixtures

when

(using high sensi-

to verify

An exact pre-

further development.

source oxide.

it may be desirable

settle with time; the source mstertal

soaking

Careful

and after

The use of agitators

rather

is

to deter-

and rag materials

for making

material

into the standard.

to assay the cleaning materials
tivity counting

of KimWipes

fi-

If a vee-

to check for any loss of material.

the mixing vessel

on the matrix.

cannot be given at present,

waste) .

before

containers.

should be conducted

blending

scription

nique deserves

pow-

ia used, care must be exer-

transferred

and dried uniformly

beforehand,

of acid which can be absorbed

treme care must be taken to assure

of uniform

cised to see that all of the meaaured

brators

credence

calibration

Consider

in the standard

It is necessary,

nium winds up in the standards

These should be carefully

nal sealing

in practice.

mine the proper amount

has been used to simulate
of

is very important.

ards is often difficult.

der.

of

If this is the case, the total inven-

dence to date seems to lend considerable
to it.

that

are randomly

the inventory

tory assay should be unbiased
are based

to assume

nonuniformities

throughout

How-

self-absorption

(lumps) which

formed.

in the oxide conEven one gram

in the gallon bag showed nearly
which would not be corrected

20% micro-

by
33

tranamiasion

ommended

uranium waste standards

unless

reliability

extreme

or plutonium

small quantity

measured
readily

standard.

these same lines, vials or sealed

used in waste

of uranium

or plutonium

tributed

in the matrix

This makes

to achieve

future recovery

standard

to be changed

eaaily.

strongly

discouraged

within

loading

This procedure

The discussion

is

tion standards

due to the self-absorption

density

1/2 g of uranium

= 2 g/cm3,

If contained

aa U02

ignore attenuation

in oxygen):

in a cube, the dimension

cube is

of that

1
(0.5 g/2 g/cm3)3

U: 11(186)

=

=

Using Eq. (5.2a),
g/cm3)(0.63

cm) = 1.9

,

CF =
= 2“2

measurement

quality

aasurance

unattenuated.

For

= 0.26 cm’!g, GO this becomes
(0.26)(2)(0.63)

as a bias

=

0.33

a nonneglfgible

is smaller,

loading variations

,

(assay will be high) on all measurements.
the self-attenuation

Distributed

should definitely
After

Uniformity

careful

segmented

The fissile

of loading

in the

material

to verify

they

and even isotopic

or

concentra-

of this variation

by analyzing

can

the effect

of

on attenuation

and counting

effi-

to fabricate

some

their con-

can be checked

should be measured

with other similar

counting,

standards

distributions
proach

by

to check

gamma standards.

are available

active delayed

(neutron

neutron

assay,

and measure

on the system.

is to build a nmdular

with small individual
ranged

in different

standard

system performance.

standarda

standards

modules

are us-

but with a variety
They can then be

and counted

to teat the

distributions

on the

The Rocky Flats plant of the

Company

has used such a modular set of
9.4
for many years.
Such studies are prob-

ably not feasible
criteria

in the larger

The individual

nonuniform

ap-

which may be ar-

and source loadings.

effect of various

of such

system of standards

standards

in the main container

Dow Chemical

the effect

For this a useful

configurations

conta%ner.

ually made as uniform

loaded

gamma scans and by radiography.

If other assay techniques

34

ma-

alone,

It may also be desirable

of matrices

are fabricated,

meaaured

contents

for consistency

shifts around

not be used.

the standards

tents.

of the vial will

vials of fissionable

should be carefully

coincidence

it still

error which will show up

change as the source material
vial.

of matematrix

to density

of the degree

be made computationally

nonuniform

Furthermore,

source material,

.

the self-attenuation

represents

ad-

in a gamma assay

distributions

with respect

of elemental

Estimates

ciency.

Though

to fabricate

the limit of error

“

tion.

1.17

of such

programs

errors

from nonuniform

This may include

that the system

An outline

to document

The major

Rou-

is given in
9.1
to earlier.
In addi-

referred

standards

of the system.

varfationa

=

to assure

constant.

will get out of this volume

CF

used for the day-to-

are needed

That is, less than half of the 186-keV gamma raya

=

to calibra-

the response

Some of these would

standards

remains

terial, variation

w

agency.

tine procedures

rial.

pU02, P(414)

some national

so far has pertained

calibration

system arise
1-’::’”9

through

counting

sizes and cate-

and check of system operation.

ditional

VX = (1.5 cm2/g)(2

to have reference
container

tion to these it may be necessary

1.5 cm2/g.

In the long

day calibration

the ANSI standard

0.63 cm

in the counting

used for determining

also become working

(bulk uranium

with other NUA labo-

the industry.

per gram of the assay system.

the source capsule.

Consider

(in selected

gories) made available

of the

(as they

It may alao be valua-

programs

run it may be desirable

are

assay if reliable

data are available

used throughout

standards

should be

standards

to further build confidence

standards

the final stand-

the fissile

Plutonium

to calorimetric

and americium

ratories

oxide is

of the source ma-

terial easy and allows

amenable

ble to set up exchange

A

sealed in the vial, and the vials are then dis-

ard.

these also.

etc.) which

the standards

should be for the standards).

the

standards.

techniques,

this material,

with

isotopic

am-

pules have been used in some labs to contain
uranium

source activation

can measure

is not rec-

care ia taken to check the

of the finished

Along

neutron

Thus, this procedure

measurements.

for generating

for every plant, but rather

should be developed

ties and the national

at the larger

laboratories

some

facili-

(this would bc

much easier to develop
wide standardization

if there were some l.ndustry-

on material

segregation

and

Electric

Company

packaging).

Vallecitoa
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10,
Gamma-ray
variations

assay systems

are more affected

in sample size and packaging

by

distance.

The accuracy

ray assay ia much improved
measured

(2)

ited number

of different

minimizes

the number

different

size requires

Material

ation.

The important

diameter

In general,

is obtainable

Table

10.1.

following
(1)

~186
~414

diameter

(4)
factor

is the container

diameter

etc., have a bulk density

(uranium or plutonium)

across

ac-

containers.

is illustrated

in

1.5 cm21g

=

0.25 cm=lg

The maximum

~is

with reliable

corresponds

parameters:

(transmission

(5)
rection

< 20):

CF186 and CF414 give the cor-

factor for the matrix

alone

(no uranium

EFFECT OF PACKAGE SIZE ON GAMMA-RAY ATTENUATION

Diameter
2-liter
bottle

(cm~

~

~

poly
10

1.61

1.43

15

1.98

1.68

l-gal hospital
can
20

b

Only

2.38

1.95

25

2.81

2.23

5-gal bucket
30

3.26

2.54

55-gal drum
60

6.25

4.61

Pu a

PPU
ZTFu

9/ cm3-U

0.18

(360 g)

1.3 (2600 g)

0.05

(190 g)

0.4 (1500 g)

0.01

(190 g)

0.16

0

(3000 g)

0

a This is the maximum uranium content consistent with the criterion CF S 4.0.
The first number is the uranium density in g/cm3.
The second is the uranium content in g, assuming a full container.
The assay energy is 186 keV.
b
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This is the maximum plutonium
The assay energy is 414 keV.

content

consistent

with

not be

assay procedure.

TABLE 10,1

Matrix

Gamma

but these are

great care, and should

The columns

aasay

factors of 5.0

about 0.2%) or higher;

require

correction

routine

to a transmission

assays can be made with correction

(low z,

coefficient

attenuation

of less than 1.0%.

made as a part of a routine

attenuation

in the

.

total attenuation

the can diameter

difficult,

the

=

(CF) consistent

ia about 4.0.

of the

a higher measurement

(many powder

g/cm2).

Source

(each

The numbers in this table assume

Matrix

(3)

1.0 g/cm2

coefficient:

gamma attenu-

the magnitude

on smaller

The effect of container

density:

.

such aa ash, sand-slag-crucible,

solids,

aasay should be pack-

dimension

Matrix

standards).

to minimize

as this determines

absorption.
curacy

different

for gamma-ray

aged in small containers

are

This

required

0.095

range 0.5-1.5

(or a very lim–

size containers).

of standards

leached

of gamma-

if all materials

in the same size container

cm21g

lJ4~4 =

scrap residues

and source-to–detector

and reliability

0.13 cm21g

factora

(K) change with size as do some other system parameters, such as collimation

=

Q186

procedures

Calibration

than are other NDA techniques.

PACKAGING

the CF S 4.0 limit.

or

plutonium) .
uranium

The last two columns

or plutonium

uniformly

diatrfbuted

ing the 4.0 limit on the correction
in parentheses

weights

of uranium

10.1 shows the obvious

smaller

containers

for gamma-ray

the poaaibility

of measurement

increasing

For combustible

CF.

trix density

is usually

so the matrti

tributed

Remember

waate,

is lower.

or plutonium

with

g/cm3

if uniformly

level a uniform

distribution

large systematic

to standardize

the industry

cation of shipments
have a minimum
throughout

and

and receipts.

number

of container

the nuclear
package

industry.

it is more accurate

requirements

to measure

Strict segregation
maximize

the accuracy

tain categories

assay.

for gamma

pack-

are necessary

of gamma-assay

of waste

systems.

amenability

ash do not

to

observed.

largewastecontainers.

greatly

in a small can of

affect

A lathe bed in a drum”of

waste will undoubtedly

Cer-

to gamma

should be carefully

particularly

to

and scrap should be defined

A few rusty nails, nuts, or bolts

accuracy.

the verifi-

stated

the Individual

practices

The categories

incinerator

psckaging

to facilitate

in small cans

If drums are loaded with smaller packages,

This applies

at this

is most unlikely

satiafy

gives

(diameters

The guidelines

on the basis of the material’s

dis-

errors should be expected.

It ia desirable
throughout

suggested

However,

the CF s 4.0 limit.

containers

to be placed

into drums).

10.1

ages.

the bulk ma-

In prfnciple,

Guide 5.11

for scrap and waste

loading

assay.

in a 55-gal drum of 0.2 gfcm3 waste would

not exceed

●

of

in the range 0.1-0.2

attenuation

1000 g of uranium

assay.

before

only two container

scrap and the other for

Regulatory

there will certainly

volume.

error increases

waate.

less than 13 cm, waste

gram

advantage

lower-level
guidelines

The

that these densi-

ties would give in the listed container
Table

exceed-

factor.

are the approximate

or plutonium

sizes, one for recoverable

that could be

in the matrix without

numbers

Any one plant should require

give the maximum

concentration

the assay

combustible

lead to an incorrect

assay.

The goal is to

When large containers

are used for waste storage,

types in use

strict

control

The following

are

administrative

is required

to specify

what may be put in the containers.

types:

2-liter plastic

bottle

(uranium or pluto-

REFERENCE

nium scrap),
●

mended

l-gal can (plutonium
for uranium

gamma sssay if > 150 g uranium),

●

5-gal bucket

●

30- or 55-gal drum

combustible

scrap, not recom-

(uranium or plutonium

waste),

10.1

USAEC Regulatory

Assay of Special

Nuclesr

Guide 5.11, Nondestructive
Material

Contained

in

Scrap and Waste.

(uranium or plutonium

waste).
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11,

MATERIAL CATEGORIES--PRECISIONAND ACCURACY

It would not be possible
all the specific
countered

types of material

in the nuclear

section

gives a brief discussion

can be obtained

to gamma-ray
sented

in Table

11.1.

and this

The sensitivity

estimate

fairly close coupled

This is not meant

geometry.

with special-low-level
for sensitivity.

counting

an effective

systems

for measuring

Most segmented

sensitivity

system.

scan systems have

of about one gram of ura-

tained,

little discussion.

Typically

limit set by counting
for the operstion

which

measurements

statistics

For moat situations

A valuable
system

precision

by the propagation

with

here,

should

include

an estimate

and the resulting

quite accurately
with

can be calorimetered.
data can be ob-

waste

samples

The contents

Chemical

recovery

to determine

Solution
Product

38

Sample

e.g., ash

(2-liter)

or Rich Scrap

(2-liter)

for com-

very closely.

process

All residues

Sensitivity
g Pu orU)

20%

100 mg

5%

1 mg

1%

lmg

5%

--

of entire

source material.

by gamma assay for possible

Relative Accuracy
(2a )

Powder Scrap Residue,
(2-liter)

containers

is attempted

the contained

CERTAIN MATERIAL TYPES

(55-gal)

can be

the initial assay.

TYPICAL ACCURACIES FOR GAMMA ASSAY OF

Waste

and compared

of a sample container

This is often a very difficult

checked

are in-

assay.

TABLE 11,1

Combustible

of pluto-

ash can be measured

tonium.

Category

9.)

can then be assayed more accurately

followed

of *he precision.

in Chapter

to at-

of the assay

split up and put in a number of smaller
which

samples
pre-

is fabricated

(by gamma techniques)

the large container

(5)

the count

Some

small.

extremes

and americium

Large combustible

cinerated,

the assay equations.

considered

samples

isotopic

parison with

of Poisson

pro-

this, but the amount

this can give a good measurement

(4)

that

Several

nium in small samples.

is to

ratesaresufficiently
Ljgh that the resulting
ciaionshouldbe 5% or better. All measurement
reaulta

the
test

as determined

is consistent

through

needs

it will approach

of a gamma-assay

is predicted

counting

measurements

statistics.

check that the measurement
by repeated

Plutonium

(3)
of gamma-ray

sys-

of determining

are listed below.

(T%is was discussed

(2)

to determine

to date is still rather

A range of standards

If accurate

in small con-

method

are used to investigate

(1)

in

very

it has been incin-

of a real sample.

of these approaches

nium or plutonium.
The precision

contents

tempt to test the performance

optimized

The assay systems discussed

waste.

in

that can be achieved

this report are not designed
low-level

detector

combusti-

of any scrap and waate measurement

tem since there is no reliable

cedures

Ge(Li)

after

it is difficult

In general,

of experience

the sample with an uncollimated

the sensitivity

is best measured

a good point:

(changed to ash) and counted

the actual

is pre-

given in the table is based on a 1000-s count of

to indicate

11.1 illustrates

the accuracy

are amenable

This information

erated

tainers.

of the accuracy

on types which

accuracy.

ble waste

are en-

They do, how-

categories,

Table

to discuss

which

industry.

ever, fall in some general

which

or useful

and should be

should be
uranium

or plu-

The data in Table

11.1 summarize

experience

gained

ment accuracy.

Some experiments

may need to be done

withmostof thelistedprocedures. by everyNDA laboratory,
from experiments
but eventually
It shouldbe
l’heae
experiments
arereallyjustbeginning,
and
possible
fornew facilities
to justcitetheaccuracyexperiments
conducted
at otherrelatedplants.
manymoredataarerequired
to defineNDA measure-
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APPENDIX A
PLUTONIUM ISOTOPIC DISTRIBUTIONSBY
GAMMA-RAY SPECTROSCOPY
1.

Background
In the body of this paper the emphasis

respect

to plutonium

mination

of 239PU.

most plutonium

abundant

assay has been on the deterThe reason

currently

and it is usually

is twofold.
First,
239PU
,

it seems worthwhile

here some discussion

of the current

urement

isotopic

of plutonium

The gamma measurement

a verification

of the plutonium

to assay the most

2.

ray spectroscopy

caees and situations

Obviously

difficulty arises when comparing
239
assay for
Pu with a chemical assay

Within
plutonium

the general

isotopic

the assayed

source with known or constant
often no such knowledge

incorrect.

suffers

titative
sirable

which

isotopic

gamma-ray

picture

of interpreting quan239
of
Pu, It would be de-

notably

metric measurements
by a plutonium

the interpretation

of calori-

it would be very useful

package

to

preliminary

results

devoted

it is currently

good deal of isotopic

of precision

possible

information

to obtain

Only in a few special

the accuracy

of such NDA determinations

that of destructive
alpha-ray

analysis

spectrometry.

ment may often be adequate

in progress.

package”

The balance

to procedures

in the prob-

and further work is

of this appendix

being

investigated

will be

at LASL.

3.

Generalized

Method

Applicable

to Scrap and Waste

cases doea
approach

based on mass and

Rowever,

the

a

from gamma-ray

spectroscopy.

precisely

NDA aasays of

have been obtained

measurement.
and accuracy

is, of course,

ma-

scrap and waste based on the quantitative
239PU
. Some encouraging but
measurement of the

lem of the “arbitrary

degrees

to size,

and packaging

faced in interpreting

be able to determine the whole laotopic distribu241
tion including the
Am content by a gamma-ray
With varying

is that of

waste or scrap,

with respect

mass of plutonium

This problem

terial.

one usually

problem

of plutonium

andior unknown

shape, matrix,

of the tech-

plutonium

of the thermal power produced

sample,

uncontrolled

and limitations

la-

better

cases should be available.

the most difficult

the arbitrary

problem

aaaays

Probably

at several

a year a considerably

of capabilities

(few
meter”

Work on almost all of the

A.2

and within

nique to the various

but is often not feasible

solutiona

is now being pushed

of

to be able to determine the isotopic frac239
Pu by gamma-ray apectroacopy.
For other

purposes,

boratories

re-

The two best worked-out

basis.

per liter) and the “enrichment

anal-

on the basia of time and cost.

investigated

set up to operate

cases are those of low concentration

cases of Interest

dif-

(December,1974)

have really been solved in

and procedures

cases in so~ids.A”l’

ia specific

from the same difficulty

A mass spectrometer

For the present

tion of

It is true, of

a somewhat

the sense of having been thoroughly

liably on a routine

gamma-

ten different

As of this writing

ferent approach.

grams plutonium

are

(or in some caaes a small group

ysis solves the problem
or desirable

but

and experi-

of isotopic

that any NDA measurement

a single isotope

are from a

isotopic values

is available,

ence has shown that assu~tions
all too frequently

samples

by passive

each requiring

and equipment

interpretation.

analysis.

area of determining

there are perhapa

parison.

Sometimes

problem

diatributions

only a few of the”cases

of isotopes)

isotopic

Second,

for total plutonium, in that the isotopic fraction
of 239
Pu must be known in order to make the com-

to

by gamma-ray

may be used as

Current Status

cases.

course,

status of meas-

fractions

spectroscopy.

the relatively high en239PU is etitted at
ergy 413.7-keV gamma ray from
4 -1 -1
a rate of -J3.5 x 10 s “g , allowing quite aen239
sitive and accurate assaya of the
Pu in many

a gamma-ray

to include

in use is 2 75%

preferable

isotope.

with

basia, and therefore

the NDA measure-

and preferred

3.1
3.1.1

Assumptions
Necessary

and Signatures
Assumptions.

tacked here in ita most general

The problem
form.

ia at-

Only two

on a coat
A-1

assumptions

need be made.

that will be made is that the isotopic
is constant

throughout

This assumption

the volume

is necessary

ples the effective

volume

“sampled”

gamma rays will vary strongly
the gamma ray.

The second

distribution

of the sample.

because

by tbe escaping

masses

the same as the ratios of the iso-

their relative
fraction

flux of gamma rays is emitted

at energies

2 120

small the relative

keV, for the scheme described

will depend

only on

the actual

gamma rays whose

energy

the two requirements

is ~ 120 keV.

Subject

The discussion

taining

is confined

only plutonium

extraneous

mixtures.

A certain

although

but with

increased

will be very close to

fractions.
reasonably

determining

If the 242Pu
well,

the esti-

when normalizing

to one.

as a fundamental

often not a serious
rectly

the sum

It must, nevertheless,
limitation

(though

one) that there is no way of di242
Pu by passive gamma-ray spec-

troscopy.

amount of

from fission products

mass

can be estimated

be repeated

con-

These

isotopic abundances.
242
Pu is negligibly

isotopics

isotopic

of the mass fractions

the scheme would work on

activities

be tolerated

to samples

of

242 Pu may be included

mated

composi-

and its daughters,

with some adjustments
plutonium-uranium

to

just given the sample may be

of any size or shape and of any chemical
tion.

fraction

can be determined.

In urinciDle. three ratios involv238,i39,24i,2il
Pu are sufficient

ing the isotopes

If the isotopic

is that a measurable

but ratios

of the isotopic

to determine

of

quantitatively,

are, of course,
toDic fractions.

in many sam-

with the energy

cannot be measured

sample

The first assumption

Calibration

could

could be accomplished

either by comparison

difficulty.

with standards

of

in two ways,
known

3.1.2

useful Gamma I&Ys.
The total number of
238,239,240,241PU
and
gamma rays emitted by the
241
Am is large (several hundred total).
The best

current

complete

tensities

compilation

of energies

is that of R. Gunnink

ciencies.

2 120 keV useful

rscios andlor relative
All the energies

from

238PU

Half-Life

Energy ( keV)

Intensity Y, Sldi s

87.78 y

152.8
766.4

1.01 x 10:;
2.40 X 10

24 082 y

129.3
144.2
161.5
171.3
179.2
189.3
195.7
203.5
255.3
297.4
345.0
375.0
413.7
646.0

6.20
2.86
1.30
1.09
6.39
7.76
1.07
5.60
8.03

gamma rays are known

ror (work ia in progress
intensities

6537 y

160.35
642.3
687.6

4.20 X 10~;
1.45 x 10-8
3.70 x 10

14.35 y

148.6
160.0

1.90 x 10:;
6.45 X 10

14.35 y

164.6
208.0
267.5
332.3

4.50 x Io:j
5.12 X 10-7
1.77 x 10-7
2.80 X 10

434.1 y

125.3
169.6
662.4

3.95 x 10::
1.68 x 10-6
3.46 X 10

in determining

counting

are accurate

than 0.1 keV, but the intmsitiea
weaker

.B2&w

(see Ref. 2.3).

report and includes most of those gamma

rays with energies
isotopic

GAMMA RAYS USEFUL IN ISOTOPIC DETERMINATIONS

and in-

The short list in Table A.1 is excerpted
Gunnink’s

TABLE A ,1

to less

of some of the

to be somewhat

on improvci

in er-

values).

are given here as a qualitative

to the possible

usefulness

239PU

effi-

of a particular

The

g,.lide
gamma

ray. ~o comments are in order.
The first is that
the 242
Pu emits no gamma rays and, therefore, cannot be included

directly

ment of isotopic

in any gamma-ray

will come into equilibrium

a month,

after which

a meaaure

of 241Pu.

240PU

241PU

in about

the gamma rays may be used as

241PU
(237U)

3.2

General Ideas and Tschnical

Considerations
24 lh

3.2.1

Isotopic

general,

A-2

Ratios

Are Quantities

the total amount

Measured.

of each isotope

X

x
x
X
X

x
X
X

10~~
10_6
10-6
10-7
10-7
10-6
10-6
10-7
10

5.00 x 10::
5.61 X 10-5
1.58 X 10-5
1.51 x 10-7
1.45 x 10

measure-

distribution.

The second ia with
241
respect to the gamma rays labeled
Pu (237U) .
2371, dauzhter of
Those are actuallv emitted bv the
241PU
. Inasmuch & 237U has a 6.75-d half-life,
the activities

X

in the

In

isotopic

composition

data on half-lives

or by use of the fundamental

and gamma-ray

is still enough uncertainty
and intensity
ommended

data that the first procedure

for routine

use although

data are of extreme usefulness
bilities

intensities.

and probably

There

in some of the half-life
is rec-

the fundamental

in predicting

possi-

between

129 and 414 keV.

interferences

Relative

Detection

Efficiency.

the sample self-attenuation
ciency vary with energy,
ficiency

and the detector

the overall

for the detection

particular
function

Because both

gamma rays.

of &nergy.

is a strong

the detector

ciency curve nay be quite well. measured,
uation effects

of an arbitrary

unknown

“junk” are most often impossible
result

the overall

a function

relative

of energy

for given unknown

mesa,

and chemical

defined

geometry

the effects

Because
variation
customary
together

of arbitrary

composition.

and prudent

it is

in meaauring iso239
(
Pu) and

U) gamma rays in determining

not be directly

efficiency

calculated

they have been ignored.
sired, however,

efficiency

are dechanges

100 and 400 &eV.

the shape of the relative

will radically

Most

could

for the rate of change may vary

? 1%/keV between

efficiency

Furth~rcu=e

vary with size, shape, and composi-

tion of the sample.

External

absorbers

can change

a reasonably
ciency versus
intensities

3.2.3

separated

isotopic

that

ie constructed,

in energy may be

ratios.

Americium

Corrections.
Aa before-mentioned
237
241
the gamma rays from the
U daughter of
Pu are
241
only useful in determining the
Pu fraction after
equilibrium
Another

is reached

the two isotopes.
237U
must be made before the

correction

between

gamma rays can be used with confidence, namely, for
241
241
the contribution of the
Am daughter of
Pu to
the gamma-ray
late excited

activity.

Both 237U and 241Am popu237 .
Np nucleus on decay

levels of the

with different

relative

intensities.

The half-life

and intensity relationships are such that even when
241
Pu and 24’Am are equal in maas, the 241Am contributions

to the gamma rays of interest

(mainly

164.6, 208.0, 267.5, and 332.’3 keV) are only a few

elapaed

Nevertheleas,
if more than four yeara have
241
since the
Am waa removed, corrections

should be made.

The correction

for americium

can

be made by first determining the intensity of the
241
241
Am gamma raye to determine the
Am contributions for the gamma rays of interest.
other approaches
ia emphasized

to the correction

There are

problem.

here is the necessity

What

of the correc-

tion if good results are desired.

it is usually

3.2.4

Rate-Related

possible

good curve of relative

to construct

detection

effi-

energy baaed on the known relative

of the gamma raya of 239PU.
Referring
239
to Table A.1 it is seen that
Pu has 13 gamma rays

Errors.

Two typea of errors may

result from high count rates, both due directly
indirectly

to the lose of eventa

energy spectral
difficulty

results

directly

or

from the full-

peaks by pulse pileup.

The first

from storage of the

piled-up pulses.
If the intensities of the 60-keV
241
Am peak and the x-ray peaks in the 90- to 120-keV
region are allowed

the shape considerably.
Fortunately

efficiency

over the range 5-10 keV,

If good results

the relative

cannot be ignored

example.
changes

paira widely

used in determining

percent.

The use of the 203.5-keV

Pu ratio is a typical

more,

can in fact

to uae gamma raya as close

if the relative

between

composition,

efficiency,

in energy as possible

20:.:;+V,;:’PU3”

often,

here is

ahape, size,

but often unknown

detection

it should be emphasized

and hence give ri”ae to the same gamma rays although

predicted.

of the recognized

topic ratios.

to predict

In caaes with well

and known chemical

of relative

As a

curve aa

that the discussion

and usefully

of

combinations.

of sample self-attenuation

be accurately

the atten-

to predict.

efficiency

sample-detector

to aamplea

effi-

package

ia often impossible

Let it be emphasized
with respect

ef-

of gsmma rays from a

Although

Finally

effi-

relative

sample using a given detector

but, nevertheless,

information may be extracted.
The five
241
gamma rays from
Pu may also be used to supplement
239PU
and improve the information gained from the

gamma-ray

3.2.2

from other fsotopea

useful

once a curve of relative

performance.

Some are weak and suffer

to be much higher

than those of

some of the peaks in the 120- to 200-keV region upon
which
pulses

the isotopic

assay is based,

can cause “bumpy” background

the weaker
measured

aasay peaks increasing

area of those peaks.

the piled-up
continuums

under

the error in the

The inteneity

of the

A-3

low-energy

gamma rays can be reduced

selective

filtering.

Electronic

may also be profitably
piled-up

employed

built consisting

rejection

to avoid storage

additional
of

events.

The second
pileup

by judicious

pileup

doing a whole analysia

from unequal

spectral

the main amplifier

peaks.

desired
In

asaays by gamma-ray

3.2.6

may be desirable

pileup may affect a substantial
As indicated

rate of detected

f -.0.1,

implying

be distorted
Chapter

in Chapter

that about

an accurate

10% of all events will

to some extent by pileup.

sity will usually

Aa shown in

different

suffer different

pileup

inten-

given there will show what the limi-

here is not to give a full dis-

of how either problem

inated but simply
which

probably

be

isotopic

spectroscopy.

is minimized

single

or elim-

that an assumed

it

iso-

In such instances

ia correct.

is often not required

and

can be ignored.

A

ratio may give a sufficiently re239
Pu ratio is probably

The 241Pu/

best for such checks

(208 keV/203.5

or 148.6 keV/129.3
Relatively

concentration

keV if 237U in

keV if not in equi239PU
in the

small changes

will be accompanied

by large changes

in the 241 Pu concentration ao this is a good check
of 239
Pu concentration.
If the scrap and waste as-

computer,
routinely

effect on isotopic

In some situations

to just verify

intensity

liable check.

say system

to point out a pair of problems

could have a measurable

Verification.

many of the above considerations

librium) .

fect.

cussion

of

the least-squares

for doing routine

measurement

equilibrium

losses.

tations on rate must be in order to fgnore the ef-

The purpose

Isotopic

topic distribution

6, that frac-

by f = RT where R = gross

6, peaks of considerably

The relations

fraction

events and T = the pulse width.
3 -1
-6
R = 5 x 10 s
snd T = 20 x 10
s,

If, for example,

with

pulses are ~ 10 US

ayatems)

tion ia given roughly

including

and justified

(as will be the case with most high-resolution

of events.

processor

Such a system would

fitting routines.
type error arises

leases to the various

casea where

of a small computer

disk storage which are fully capable

tration

includes

a multichannel

analyzer

and

one of these line ratios should be checked
239
Pu concento asaure that the assumed

is correct.

determinationa.
3.3
3.2.5

Peak =ee

mining

the relevant

Determinations.

Accurately

full-energy

ment;

the problem

exception.
solved,

of isotopic

gamma-ray

satisfactory

measure-

determinations

If the peaks of interest

is no

are well re–

results may be obtained

of the simple methods

described

in Chapter

the peaks are not well resolved

be had to one of the good peak fitting codes.

The

in between
lution,

of plutonium

caaes.

reasonably

simple methods.

falls very nearly

With a detector
good results

Nevertheless,

of the best reso-

are obtained

by the

as the americium

concentration grows, a number of the multitude of
241
Am peaks come above the background continuum in
awkward

places,

requiring

tion of background

great care in the selec-

windows

Although

efforts

how well

the simple methods

for the plutonium

are still in progress
can be made

in difficult

situations,

ticated peak fitting procedures.

A-4

of the possible

to a qualitative

ways of determining

cific isotopic

ratios, along with some comment

the advantages

and disadvantages.

speon

to see just
to work,

it

by more sophisSystems have been

Ratio

241Pu/239Pu.

Over quite a wide range

of isotopic fractions, the 203.5-keV gamma ray from
237U
239
Pu and the 208.O-keV gamma ray from the
241
daughter of
Pu form a convenient pair by which
239
Pu ratio.
Of course,
to determine the 241PUI
237
U is in equithere must be assurance that the
24 lPU
librium wfth the parent
. Then correction
241
Am contribution to the
should be made for the
208-keV

peak and for the difference

in relative

de-

tection efficiency.

peaks.

is clear that the beat results will be obtained,
especially

discussion

3.3.1

If
must

analyais

Ratios

by one

4.

then recourse

isotopic

of Isotopic

This section will be devoted

peak areas is cru–

cial to any sort of quantitative

Determination

deter-

from

An alternative pair is the 129.3-keV gamma ray
241PU
239
Pu and the 148.6-keV gamma ray from
.

In this case there ia no worry

about equilibrium

or

americium

contribution, for the 148.6-keV photons
241PU
are directly from
. On the other hand, because of the much larger energy difference

(19.3keV

vs 4.5 keV) the correction
efficiency

for relative

The second possible

detection

Other possibilities

exist but the two cited

seem the most promising.
It appears that the
241pu, 239
Pu ratio can be determined with an accuracy of t 1% (one sigma)
it be mentioned

low intensities,

Let

once more that here the discussion

is about arbitrary
known geometry

if care is exercised.

“junk”, not prepared

and composition

samples

where better

of

accu-

creating

region

and the possibility

irregular

is the 160-

backgrounds

under

of pulse pileup
the peaks of

By using due care in both spectrum

interest.

sition and analysie,
perhaps

racy may be obtained.

3.3.2

energy

to 164-keV region including the 160.3-keV gamma ray
of 2hopu
The difficulties
here include the 160.0241
Pu which cannot be resolved,
keV gamma ray of

must be made very carefully.

a la accuracy

results

can be obtained

acquibut

of t 5% is the best that could

be extr?cted from the 160-keV region for the
240
If it is free of extraneous
Pu/ 239Pu ratio.

Ratio

238PU/241PU.
In most cases the 152.8238
keV gamma ray of
Pu will be the one with energy

what better accuracy

2 120 keV that must be used.

640-keV

Because of its prox241
Pu, it is

activities

and the count is sufficiently
can be expected

long, some-

from the

region.

imity to the 148.6-lceV gsmma ray of
reasonable

to meaaure

144.2-keV

gamma ray of

that ratio,
A ratio of ‘the
239
Pu to the 152.8-keV

gamma ray might be taken for a 238Pu1239Pu
but usually

the area of the 144.2-keV

cannot be determined

with sufficient

ratio,

Ratio 241Am/239Pu.

it is desired

As before-mentioned;

to interpret

calorimetric

if

measurements

of plutonium, it is necessary to determine the ratio
of 241
Am to the plutonium.
Several approaches are

gamma ray
precision.

3.3.4

In

available.

with low 238 Pu Isotopic fraction (--O.Ol%)
241
Pu ratio may not
the determination of the 238PUI

241
Am and the 129.3The 125.3-keV gamma ray of
239
Pu have proven a useful pair.
keV gamma ray of

be better

A slight difficulty,

material

than -i

10Z because

of the very bad
238PU
signal-to-background
ratio the peak of the
238PU increases
will have.
As the fraction of
, the
accuracy

of the determined ratio will improve; so
238
that by the time the
Pu fraction reaches 1%, the
238
accuracy of the
P11/24’Pu ratio may well by f 1%
As usual,

at one sigma.
relative

care must be taken with

efficiency

of interference

corrections and the possibility
241
from weak
Am gamma rays.

especially

at low concentra239
Pu gamma rays
tions, is that there are two weak

(125.2 keV and 124.5 keV) which interfere with the
241
Am gamma ray and whose influence must be subtracted out.
relative

Attention

detection

must as usual be paid to

efficiency

corrections

which may

be as much as 10% over the 4-keV apan of energy.
241
Am/Pu) ,
For 241Am concentrations a 500 ppm (
precision

of a few percent

should be attainable.

If the region at 640 keV is being used to de3.3.3

Ratio 240Pu/239Pu.

the most difficult
must be determined.
ploying

overall

to measure

Two approaches

gamma raya with energies

The first employs
240

This ratio is probably
of

any that

may bb used em-

z 120 keV.

the 642.3-keV

gamma ray of
239PU
gamma ray of
. There

Pu and the 646.O-keV
241
Am gamma rays in the region

simple background

to get the peak area by

subtraction

cium level ia appreciable.

methods

if the ameri-

The main difficulty

in

using this pair of gamma raya is their very low
intenaitiea.

Long counts will surely”be

and if there Is any fission product
material
ground.

required,

activity

in the

the whole region may aink into the back-

the 240Pu/239Pu

ratio

the 24’Am/23’Pu

ratio

I

peak fitting procedures

-

extract

the 662.4-keV

would have to be applied

to

peak area.

Aa a third possibility
between

are alao several

which make it difficult

termine

could also be determined by including the 662.4-keV
241
Am gamma ray, although it is Mkely
that real

a group of gamma rays

332.3 and 345.0 keV can be used.

The

1

332.3- and 335.4-keV gamma raya arise from both
237U and 241
Am but with widely differing branching
ratios.

By using

the nearby

from 239Pu to eliminate
ference,

345.O-keV

gamma ray
239
Pu intersome irritating

the peak areas of the 332.3- and 335.4-keV

gamma rays may be accurately
tion involving
intensities

the meaaured

then yields

determined.

An equa-

areas and known relative

the 241Am/241Pu

how well this attack will work remains

ratio.

Just

to be seen,

A-5

,

but it has the advantage

TABLE A,2

of using some of the more

intense gsmma rays in the emitted

spectrum.

COMPARISONOF ISOTOPICDISTRIBUTION
3.4

Preliminary

Work is in progress
the procedures

information

to determine

and approaches

work over a broad
ready certain

BY GAMMA-RAYSPECTROSCOPY

Results

outlined

above will

range of situations.

It la al-

that for many situations

of sufficient

accuracy

on the “arbitrary”

outlined

could, of course, be applied

nium sample,
chemical

but where

content

be achieved
procedures
geometry

kno”n better

which

isotopic

serious

is controlled

obtained

spectroscopy.

the most
240PU which
for

is in the value
238
Although the
Pu value

its concentration

Considerably

The americium

better

0.86

94.10

93.75

5.60

5.95

1.06

0.271

0.270

0.996

536

486

0.91

240PU
241PU
241b

0.996

a All values are given in wt%, except
is in ppm.

241

Am which

sus-

precision

and accuracies

ther investigations

Defining

and analysis.

the

over the ex-

distributions

A.1

R. Gunnink,

by Gamma-Ray

“Plutonium

Spectrometry,”

MLM 2177, Proceedings
rimetric

Isotopic

Measurements

Mound Laboratory

of the Symposium

Assay of Plutonium,

awaits

A.2

T. D. Reilly,

Ott.1973,

fur-

R. B. Walton,

“The Enrichment

‘Meter’--A

uring Isotopic

Enrichment,”

Laboratory

Table A.2 gives an encouraging

range of isotopic
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value dif-

for the 24’Am concentration.

example
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is 16%

is ao low that neither

gamma rays which are in some degree
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0.010
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fers by - 10% but is based on tabulated

pected
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by alpha counting) with the
241
and
Am concentration from

value has great accuracy.
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0.0116

238PU
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of the sample.
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241
values and
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isotopic

distribution
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of the results
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to any pluto-

results will no doubt
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As an example

gamma-ray

The procedures

in many caaes by using more specialized

and knowledge

centration

sample.

geometry

isotopic

can in fact be

obtained
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APPENDIXB
DIFFERENTIALABSORPTIONATTENUATON CORRECTIONFACTOR
The four figures
the potential
absorption

in this appendix

and problems

attenuation

show attenuation

1(414)/1(129)

this discussion,

matrix

have the attenuation
a gOod assumption
combustible

slag.

Uranium

properties

The attenuation

Figures

are assumed

to

this is

includes

all

oxides us-

such as ash and

coefficients

The matrix

F::;:;’~gp”

to have

(the worst

differ-

-1.250 ,=

I

used

and the fissile

to be a homogeneous

B.1 and B.2 pertain

(for

ia assumed

are assumed

properties

are given in Table B.1.
material

densities

of carbon;

residues

and plutonium

are

and DU = g/cn3

and the metsllic

the same attenuation
ence is 5%).

snd high-Z

for Z < 26, which

ually found in harder

A

ratios

The graphs

The matrix

materials

OU=0.015;159Pu

DU=O.009;59PU

mixture.

to a small scrap can

1
2250

1.000
1.000

10-cm diam by 12-cm high.
tain to a large waste

B.3 and B.4 Per-

Figures

1.

Small Scrap Can

Figure B.1 illuatratea

can.

the following

This means

regions.
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APPENDIXC
ASSAY EXPRESSIONSFOR A TRANSMISSION-CORRECTED
SEGMENTEDSCAN GAMMAASSAY MEASUREMENT
The measurement

is assumed

to involve

three

“(%JB1+(4B2
>‘C3)

lines: one from the isotope of interest

gamma-ray

in the sample,

one from the external

source and one from the livetime
tion source
background
procedure

transmission

and pileup

taped to the detector.
is subtracted

described

correc-

t

=

2
‘P

=

where

The Compton

from each peak using the

“1
2
‘B2 =

(A) is given by

(Cl)

P,

IJ: =

in Sec. 3.2 (see Fig. C.I).

The net count rate or peak area

I

B,,
‘
‘2.

Eq. (C.4) gives the expression
count from the isotope

of interest

It is this number which

where
A

=

P=

net counts due to activity

of interest,

the material

quantity

for the corrected
in the sample.

is directly

proportional

to

of interest.

total peak region count,

BI,B2

=

total background

window

cc

counts,

=

~cc.

=

.CF(T~).CFcan

pi?

,

(C.4)

il
‘P =

number of channels

in peak window,
where

‘Bl ‘‘B2=

number of channels

in background

windows.
The uncertainty

associated

[Eq. (c.3) ] is determined

with each peak area

cc

=

total corrected

Cci =

corrected

Ci

sample activity

=

count for sample,

count for ith segment,
in line of interest

from the usual definition
from ith segment,

of standard

deviation
LTi =

activity

from livetime

source

for ith

segment,
(C.2)
LTO =

initial activity

from livetime

source

with no sample up,
where
f

=

f(x ~,x ~,. ..xixn).xn)

-$ lnT~

.

.
1-

(T~)p

product

of geometric

(-0.82

for cylinder)

attenuation

●

‘t

‘
factor

and ratio of mass

coefficients

and transmission
CF

correction

at assay energy

energy,

.
can
&

Tc

=

transmission

of empty can at assay

energy,

-L =
L
,8,

✎
,!

“2

Chonnel+
Fig. Cl.

Pulse-height spectrum of single photopeak i11 us tra ting general procedure for
determining photopeak area.
The area
of interest is above the dashed line
which is determined from B1 and B2.

To

=

initial

transmission

activity

with no

sample up.
An approximate
the corrected

expression
count

This expression

for the uncertainty

in

(CCi) is given in Eq. (C.5).

is derived

under

the following

c-1

2

assumptions.
=

UT

A more complete
ULTO

expression

UT= = O

-

is

2
‘cci

=

,

[

LTO
—
. CFi(T~)”
LTi

1

U2A (Ci)

~
&

0
LTO
aT;

+
i.e. u(T~)

llq’o’
given in Ref.
reference

7.2.

=

U(Ti)D

[

The extra terms given in this

will ususlly

be insignificant.

i

[(

~
0=

A2 lnT~(T~)A-l

+

1
22

. CFi(T~)o

Ci” >

+ *1
i

u

A(LTi)

- (Ti)A]

[1 - (Ti)A]2

)

2
.,,.

:.*

U2(Ti)

.

(C.5)

1
This calculation
interfaced

ws

00V.5’VlMEN7

c-2

PRW(NII

07FVX

107S-677-17W4O

will a~ways be on a minicomputer

to the assay system.

